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For the past three years my colleagues and l have been conducting a study

of literacy in homes where young children live. We got into this line of work

because it promised to answer some questions that have bothered educators as

well as parents for a long time. We know from variety of sources that

parents who read to their kids and have a lot of books around the house are

likely to have children who are successful in school. In fact, knowledge of

the alphabet is one of the best predictors that an entering first grader will

learn how to read a what the school considers a reasonable standard. We also

know that parentt who interact with their children in a supportive, yet non

direqtive way in specially constructed problem enVironments are likely to have

children, who score relatively high on standardized tests, Which in turn are

our standard means of predicting school 'Success (e.g. Almy, 1949; Sheldon &

Carrillo, 1952; Wells & Raban, 1978; Wells, 1981). This pattern of results

suggests that there is ...a causal connection between literacy experienhes in. the

home prior to beginning school and school success,

.

There are two ma _ flaw' in our knowledge about the importance of early

encounters with print. Time relevant data are laigely correlational andebber-

vational, leaving causelAlaims open to "third variable" explanations (e.g.,

parental and child IQ'i for exasiple) 'This is an important prlblem, butt not

the one that our work has been aimed at. We areeilling tO grant that-it-is a
fr

good thing in our society for parents to' interact VIth young children around

print, even if rale ions with predictor variables can be faulted. However,

we want to know more about what kind of good%thing early literacy is.. At the

moment we have only the presumed efficacy of reading aloud and general,

ga
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print. We

know almost nothing about the frequency of reading events other than story

time in systematic ways. Yet, it seemed unreasonable to,asspme that story

book reading is the young child's only exposure to print. experience as

children and parents belies that notion. Moreover we have eason to

expect that storybook reading will be equally representative of literacy.

experiences in all homes.

This uncertainty about the range of literacy activities that characterize

people's everyday lives at home produces corresponding uncertainty concerning

social policies intended to increase students' achievements, through home

intervention. Should we aim solely at increasing prescribed forms-of activity

(story reading for example) or attempt to modify mother-child interaction in

some general manner? And how, whatever our aims, can they be implemented in

an era when government intervention in the home liven of citieens,is ideelog

cal anethema?

decided to confront these issues directly by arranging to. spend signi-
--

ficant, amounts of the time in the homes of a selected number of:low-income

families in ti,e San Diego metropolitan areas We focused on homes where there

were very young children (ages 2-4) in our study as a

the pre-preschool print-related :-iperiences might be.

_y finding out what

We went into these homes accompanied by a good deal of uncertainty and

ome prior conceptions. We were particularly interested In the range, struc-

ture and frequenCy of different literacy events. We were aware of the corre-

lational data linking home and school success, which_te used as a kind of

be -und of caamon wisdom. What ire wanted to know was whether there Wier-
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hen story - reading that provide. systematic

and theoretic smut-::ea of learning about print. We were also very

sensitive to .0!4le %my Pr wtqfiCh patterns of literacy related to the total confi-

guration of peov: A-vits. Could we identify outside sources of literate

activity (churte7. I governmental documen )? Would there be any group-

inga of activitiaa that might lead us to identify cultural elements in-the

organization of literate practice? We were, in effect pting to build a

broader notion of literacy practice in the home to be used in-future quantita-

tive work either as indetlendent variables (to predict school success) or as

dependent variables (to measure the effect f some intervention).

Method

Our goal in this research was to describe the home literacy experiences

of twenty-four low - income children so thate might gain some insight into why

such children, as a group do not succeed as well as their middle class coun-

terparts in learning to read and write. We reasoned that observation of the

children and their families as they went. about their everyday activiti would

be the best way of developing accurate and detailed descriptions of the

literacy in the children's lives. -

Self-report interviews would not be sufficient t; accdiplish out pur-

oses. With interviews not only is there the problem of parents giving

Lally acceptable answers (a problem which can be circumvented to seine

.

extent b disguisIng the purpose of the interview and designing the.intery ew

such that there are double checks on the reliability of the interviewee's

spouses). Amore fundamental problem with using an interview technique

'gather information on children's _--hool literacy experiences is that so
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vents are such integral aspects of the strews of

y are not recognized as literacy by the adults

and thus are not-recalled during an interviev). Me wire interested

not just in well-marked literacy events like story reading or homework but in

the entire range of ,reading and writiLa eXperiences the children had. Addi-

tionally, we wanted to observe the children's activity when they were alone.

As parents

looking at

may be engaged in some other task while the child is 'writing' or

a book or involved with an older tlibbling in a literacy event, they

ofted miss these aspects of the child's literacy'enierience. Thus, much-of
dr

what the children do and what the adults themselves do can go unreported

unless someone has been trained to observe the reading and writing which occur

in the child's lif-.

The approach employed in this res Arch, thew., was to condutt extensive

observations in the homes of low -income feeilies with preschool children. The

observations were used to develop descriptions of the nature, aims, and func-

tions of and values attached to literacy in the families.

It was important that the observations be conducted over an extended

period of time. The reasons for this were tufoAfold. First of all, in order

to make claims about the literati nvironment of the home, it was n cessaryto

sample the activities adequately. It takes time to.get a 'feel' for (as well

as a quantitative assessment of) the daily- literacy activities of the homes.

It was important to observe during different times of the day as well as dif-

ferent days of the week so that an overall picture of the different phases of

family life might be developed. Therefore, we neededfto spend an adequate

amount of time in the homes to get this picture developed.
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uld draw

on in conducting our observations. Since no comparable re .arch had been

done previously vs could not predict how many houri of obs on would be

required. Therefore, we wanted to give ourselves ample time to understand the

literacy of the home.

A second reason for nducting longitudinal rather than intensive obser-

vations was our i tereat in changes over time. caw, We viewed literacy ae

a social'activity end literacy learning as a process, of internalizing social

relations, we were especially interested in the development in adult.-child

interactions involving literacy. Such development is what is happening in the

move from interpsychological to intrapsychological functioning. According to

Vygotaky's (1978) theory, the child would gradually assume more and more eon-

trol ever what had been jointly constructed activities. Only longitudinal

observations would enable we to assess the applicability of this theory to

literacy learning.

it turned out there also other changes over time for several of

our families, changes which directly influenced the literacy environment of

ofthe home. Family separations, the birth o additional children, changes in

employment statusall of these had substantial effects upon the literacy.

tivities in certain of our families. Such happenings are part of the flow

of reality for many famillies in our society, and,thus the importance of

observing longitudinally.in order to understand the practice of literacy was

reinforced.
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Sample. The children studied were between approximately 2 1/2 and 3 1/2

years of age when they began to be observed. Children in this age.range were

chosen because, although initial encounters with print usually occur,before

this time, it is generally about this age that (1) children.begin to explore

reading end writing on a more extensive basis and (2) that the bulk of what

will be th-ir.preschool literacy experiences begin

,As was mentioned above, focused only on low - income sample because, as

a group, these people tend not to achieve as well inlreading and writing as
A

their middle and upper class counterparts. Furthermore, we were extremely

interested in how cultural bac

which the child woujA beexposma. We wished to examine the cultural practice

theory of development (Laboratory of Camparativi Human Cognition, 19 in

-d would affect the literacy activities to

press) and to ess the feasibility of the notion of literacy as cultural

practice (Anderson & Teale, 1981). Therefore, we included,.in the sample fami-

lies from three different ethnic groUps: Anglo, Black and Mexican - American.

Alse, previous research'has shows that girls' achievement in reading is

higher than that for boys (Downing.& Thackrag, 19750: Therefore, we included

equal number of boys and Airla in the sample sothat we might see if sex was a

factor in determining the preschool literacy experiences of the children.

It is relevant this point to discuss in lame detail the sample selec7

tion procedures that were used,to obtain subjects for the research. Our tri-

als and tribulations can serve as useful instructions for others wishinie to

'study the ham

interested in just t- home literacy--ie wished to observe chil

spent their time at home, in Interaction with parents. We were not interested
.1 '

cy experiences of preschool children. Because
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in children who were in day care nursery school, Head Start o r institu-

tional situations. This does create some difficulties for subject selection.

It is far easier to get cooperation- of a school or day care center where there

is a pool of children whose parents can be contacted about participating in

the research. Our task wan to find,lo-income families with preschool chil-

dren who vented to be involved in our project.

We started by contacting community agencies and organizations (Urban

League., Chicano& Federation, churches) to see if they could put us in contact

with any appropriate families. This strategy yielded limited success. At the

same time we began by 'hanging out' at 1.4cati.t.ms like the Welfare/Office where

we reasoned we could make contact with low-income families. A few families

were found in this way. Also we attempted to work at the institutional leVel

with the Welfare Office to see if they could put families in touch with us.

Unfortunately, we met with no success _g this procedure.

Women' a ,

t useful strategies were the following. We contacted the

ants, and Ch ldren (WIC) Program, program which provides nutri-

tional advice and support for low-income famines. They arranged for us to be

le t deliverla brief talk on the project to the groups of mothers who came

to their office. angements were made with interested mothers for a

researcher to visl. their home and explain to them the details of the proiect.

- al.strategy was perhaps our most productive. We canvassed what we

km, to be lowrincome neighborhoods and deliVered to each household a flyer on

the project. It briefly described what we were interested in doing and

invited parents to phone usGat the university for additional information if

they were interested in participating. When a family phased, we would explain

a
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sit the Ileac

This '':le procedure was a protracted one and points up the difficult

inding subjects -for amended naturalistic /observational research who

not associated with an Institution like a school or'day care cehte

?irect contacts with potential subject were m

especially employ the 'flyer approach' were we

again.

profitable, and we 7ould

to begin another such project

re

all,

Through_these strategies 24 to get children- andthei

I

Insert Table 1 about here

mil gio,

8 Black,-8 Mexican-American)2 were indluded in the sample. Table 1 sets Out

information on the entire 24 families in the sample:- the ege and sex of the

target child, the members of the family, and the occupations and educational

levels of the parents.

Data-Collection. Naturalistic observatiOns of the children a

families were conducted Or periods of from 3.to 1

nd their

months. Our main m

of data collection was field notes. We also audio taped some interacts

used transcripts of these tapes to augment the.field notes. As was mentiolled
a

thod

ns and

1. The term target child is used to refer to thi preschooler in the family vii
was the focus of the observations.

\
2. The term Mexican-American is.used in the same way \it-vas by Loose (1977),
referring to persons born in Mexico-who now hold Unitled States citizenship or
_otherwise live in the 'United States or whose parents
Immigrated to the United:States from Mexico. It-also_

trace their lineage'to Hispanic forbears who resided
Mexican territory that is now part of.the southwestern

I

more remote ancestors
tiers to persons who
thin the Spanish or
United Statei.
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Identifier

Letter

Target

Child

(Age, Sex)

Adults in

Hose (Age)

Occupation

of Parent(s)

Siblings

in Home

(Age)

Parental

Education

(Years)

Ethnicity

,

Mike.

(3.10, M)

Bobby

, (2

Barbara

(2.8, F)

Kristin

(2.4, F)

,

Alex

(2.6 M )

Be

'(3.4, 4"

,

0

Fathir (44) Father (44)
,

_

Father (22) Mothier (42) Mother (42) Father (24) Father (25)
,

Mother (22) A t (23)

U_cl_ (25)

Daughter (23) A

Husband (25)

Mother "(22) Mother (25)

.

Aother

,

Father - Air Father - Atten- ,4ather - Atten- Father -

,

Father

-----

conditioning dant at nursing dant at nursing Fainter; Marine Mother
installer, plu home. 'home. frequently

ber's helper; *le - School Uncle. School unemployed

frequently

unemploYed

'custodian \

'

custodian
,

.

S4ter (1 Bother (18) Brother (1E) ,Sister (5) Brother

I Sister (13) Sister (13) .Brother

S4ter 00 Sister (11) Sider

Siter (2.8) Brother (208)
.

Cousin (4.5) Cousin (4.5)

,

\

F g 12 F A 12 F 0 9 I a 12

2 M g 11 M 11 M 0 12 M a 12 .ff ,

0

I

gio Anglo Anglo Anglo Anglo . Anglo

, P . K



Paul

(3,2 PI)

Hol=y

(3.1

Father (301s)

Mother (28) Mother (25)

Mother = Suppop Father__- Trash

ted through haulerg,
welfare quentlp una

played

Myeesha

(3.0, F)

Natalie

(3.5, F)

Father (25) Father (31)
Mother (25) tio.ther (29)

Amin

(2.8, M)

Father (31)

Mother (29)

Father - Uneip Father - jag-
played to

Brother (5.1) Sister (1.11)

Brother (2.0)

1112 F = 9

Ma 12

Anglo Anglo

Brother (0.3

F= 11

M = 12

13r43ther (8)

Sinter (5)
Brc)ther (23)

F 12

M 12

Black Black

Denise

(2.8, F)

Father (31:)
Mother (0

Harvey

(2.10, in

Mother (21

Father Father - ?May- Mother -
Janitor ground Supported

supervisor through

welfare

Brother (8) Sister (6a) Sister 0.11)

Sister (5)
Sister (3,5)

= 12 F = 12

=12 M 17

Black Black

11 10

Black



U

tlethia

(2.5, F)

Lori

(3.7, F)

,Alma

(3.5, F)

Luis

(2.9, M)

Juan

(3.0

Maria

3.2 , F)

Stepfather (24)

Mother (24)

Aunt (22)

Father (38)

Mother (32)
Father (30's)

Mother (28)
Resident male

(32)
-\

Mother/I26)

Father (32 )

Mother (29 )
Father 31

Mother (28)

rt- Father - Laborer

(part time)

Father -

Unemployed

Father - Drapery

maker

Mother - Clean-

ing woman (occ.)

Avon rep.

Male - Unemploye.

Mother - Teacher

aide 1

Father - .

Electrical

Assembler

Father - Sheet

metal worker
____.)

)

11)

Brother (15.8)

Brother (11.7)

Brother (4.8)

Brother (11.3)

Sister (8.10)

Brother (5.11)

Brother (4.10)

Sister (5.9) Brother (7)

Brother (5)

Sinter (5)

Brother _4

Ms 12 F = 12

M 12

F = 12

M= 1
F =6
= 7

17\= 7

M a 6
(

,

Black Black Mexican- American ea American Mexican - American can- American



TABLE #1

Terri

(3.2, 7)

Roberto

(3.3, M)

Ronnie

(3.0, M)

HigUel

(2.5, M)

Mother (2o)
Grandmother (55)
Grandfather (47)
Aunt (22)

Uncle (12)

Father (35)
Mother (45)

Father (28)
Mother (24)

Father (32)
Mother (32)

Mother - Security
guard (mostly un-
employed)
Grandfather -
Construction
Laborer (on & off
Aunt - Typist

Farier - Heavy
equipment
operator

Father -
Laborer at
shipyard (on
and off)

Father -
Laborer
Mother - Avon
representative

Sister (6.3)
Brother (2.9)
Brother (0.3)

Brother (6.5)
Brother (4.7)

H = 1 1 F = 6
M =O

F= 12
M = 12

F = 12
M = 10

Mexican - American Mexican - American Mexican-Ameri,an __ can- rican
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above, Observations were spread over the hours of the day during which the

child v s typically awake and over the seven days of the week.

As researchers we assumed itlu role of observer: participant when in the

homes co.l.lecting data. That is to say, we responded appropriately to conver-

sation directed at us but initiated no interactions during the observations.

There were two foci for the observations. One vaS the target child (TC).

The observer would follow the TC wherever the R went, thus taking notes

according to what the TC obser=ved and/or experienced directly. The other

focus of the observations was on literacy events, those occasions upon which a

person produced, comprehended, or attempted to produce or comprehend written

language. Any time the target child or anyone in the TC's immediate environ-

ment picked up i book, wrote a note, signed his or her name, scribbled or -was

in any other way engaged with written language, we characterized the event as

fully as possible. We attempted to describe the actions which took place, the

context of which the event arose and was played out, the participants in the

event, any activities which ca- occurred or alternated with the literacy event,

the reasons why the event ended, and the activity which occurred subsequent

it. In this way we sought to develop a picture of the child's direct literacy

experiences as well awthe literacy experiences which she/he had the opportun-

ity to observe.

To giVe a flavor for, the basic data actually used for the analyses per-

med in this project, we include here some sample events. use events are

"cooked" notes (Spradley, 1980) rewritten from raw field no taken during.
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piwl Notes
Apti=1. 4, 1980

(=MO Min.)

Rie1e=1 Notes
Deeemmnber 12, 1980

(2 min.)

Literacy Event= A

M (other) is watching TV, TC is in and out of
the room. Dad reads the classified ads of the
newspaper, apparently looking for job possibi-
lities. AN he reads he occasionally circles an ad.
The event ends when Dad puts down kbe newspaper and
goes out to get the mail.

Literacy Event B

N (other) , TC and baby brother have just arrived
at the grocery store. After they go in the two
children are placed in the cart, and M doed her
shopping. M uses her list (0:Instructed just before
leaving home) as a reference for seleceing ,certain
items. On occasion she glances at particular labels
and selects items quickly; at other'ames she reads
labels carefully for_ a push longer period of .time
TC spends mtich of her time playing with the items in
the basket. As the family checks out Of the market,
N pays for the items with foodleoupone and signs her
name to each of them. The event ends after the
check-out operation.is completed arsdFhe family heads
home. I

Each of these write-ups represents one literacy event., Note that the,

durgitmcion of thwevent is also included. In our_analys _ we used both fre-

quet:iy and duration as quantitative indices of the lier cy environments of the
\

homes= . The time, or duration of the event, was considered robe from the

begging of the activity which the literacy mediated to the end of the.

actin lty. In !Event A above we see that the extent lasted for 30 minutes and

that there was literacy going on for the entire duration of the event.
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Bowler, n tice Event B above. nor the activity, "shopping, for
25 minutes. 1.'h re
trearlr

f course, 1!..tepsamcy mediating this event. That is,
fie actions of Nee orgteni3ed around the print on her shopping

list or that on -package labels. But Ole reading/writing itself does not last
the entire 25 laMitmtes. Nevertheless, v code it as a literacy event lasting
25 minutes becal_aae we consider that the- activity itself with its associated
motives, goals, and operations is the fir-I-rid nral unit of analysis. There-

5
2

fore, we have ccrisiste ly coded time (c_M-ruration) as the time involved from the

beginning to Che=6 end of the

Also, cane tether point about our metTri-sod of organizing notes for analyses

should be made Our objective was to focus on the contexts of specific

literaty events as we wrote up the ab to the "cooked" form which

would be used fevar analyses,. On many o- c5ions the contexts of individual

literacy eventa overlapped to such a deg=-mee tat to separate them and then

view OISIOnly teas separate literacy evenmsts,wou%d have distorted the sense

the wayinwhiamt the-litereqemvironetom-z evolved in interaction.

y, often some action embedded within one literacy event A

would trigger iiiteracy event B or eomet11Lng which co- occurred with literacy

event C would ca-_se literacy event p to begin.

a an ample cif such an

present he writ up fro

analysis of much__ sequences.

_
Field BiotSa .

January 28, 1981

(61 Kin.)

mesive/embedded literacy sequence. We

field uotee 0=3 then discuss how we approached the

1:28 S 'Meter) comes home from her first dax
back at school mmfter a long absence due to illness.
S eons into t11es= kitchen and finds 24 chatting with
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0 at the kitchen table. S shows Mall of the home-
work she has to do as a result of her absence from
school. S and X discuss the seount of work to be
done, the subjects and when it.is due back to the
teacher. S wants to go out and play but X decides
that they will get started on the work "right now."
H asks S to decide what she wants to do first (i.e.,
"what do you want to start with."). _As S begins to
sort through the material (apparentlY to decide what
she wants to start with). X leaves the'lcitchen and
returns(followed by TC) with two versions of the
Bible, Aid to Understanding the Bible, a pen and a
tablet. H informs 0 that since she is going to be
helping 5, she might as well write a letter to one of
her church brothers who lives in ;Arizona- When H
returns to the kitchen S says to H, '

1:36 S: Mk, Help me with.my spelling words

M: It me see them.

S: (Hands a spelling list to MD

Examines the list of spelling words)

Okay, we're going to do these like we
always do. You write each word five
times and when you finish give
you a little test.

1:38 With this statement N hands back the list of
wordd, tears off a page from her tablet and gives it
to S and S begins writing the spelling words. TC,
who followed.M back into the kitchen, has been watch-
ing and listening throughout the interactions, now
asks M for a sheet of paper and a pencil. M-gives TC
a sheet of paver and Pgilies her a pencil. H then
starts writing her letter, S begins writing her spel-
ling words ad N starts producing marks on her page.

1:42 H opens her'Bible for the firdt time. H is
flipping back and forth through about eight. pages.
Then she finds what she is looking for and directly
copies a peisagelrom the Bible into the letter.

1=:44 TC writes for several minutes until her vunger
brother comes into the kitchen carrying TC's bat. A
struggle for possesion ensues opueing X to stop her
letter writing activity in order to settle the
dispute. Then X'gose back to letter writing. X
continues writing the letter she pauses twice more to
search forAnd use *totes from the Bible.
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2:03 S tells M that she's ready to take her spelling
test. N stops letter writing to recite the spelling
list. After teciting each word,'M would pause and S
would fill the pause by'verbally spelling the recited
word. While going through the list liveried the
orderof presentation frem the way the list was con-
structed and the way S had prapticed writing them. S
spelled each word correctly and H rewarded her with
praise. N and S repeated the list three times in
succession before M suggested that S do same math.

, .

2:14 After giving S,the Spelling test N goes back to
letter writing for -about 15 minutes. The event ends
when-N stops to chat with 0.

Such _Auences raised important issues for the concept-of literacy event.

In some general sense this entire period was an extended literacy interaction.

However, we wished to break it down to its component parts, therefore we

specified guidelines to determine where one literacy event ended and another

began. We saw literacy

literacy actions (reading

event being defined by (a) one of two general

or writing), (b) a participant structure

(literate(s) alone, literates interactive, -ate-TC interactive, TC alone,

I _

and a few others), (c) the literacy materials involved. When two more of

these facets changed, we considered that a new literacy event had begun.

In the ea ample just presented, we used the criteria aced above to par-

titian the sequence into the following five literacy events:

Event 1: Litetates Interactive (10 min, ) S (TC's sister) and N
(TC's mother) review and discuss homeworkmaterials.

Event 2: Literate Alone
words.

5 min.) S studies list of spelling

Event 3: TC Alone (6 ) TC 'Nor

Event 4: Literate
reads th
and giV

a sheet of paper.

e (40 min.) M writes letter to a friend and
Event alternates with settling a dispute

a spelling test.
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EViftent 5: Literates Interactive
spelling words to S.
words.
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min.) (reads) recites
turn S orally spells the 1

of
of

the crirc ical events in this sequence are those which involve the homework.

Fir t bmaecause the homework itself seems to have set in motion this entire

mequencew of events. As important, however, is the question of how many events

occurred', during the interaction between mother and her seven year old

daughter-. The answer, as we have indicated above, is that there are three

differenmkt but related literacy events embedded in this extended interaction.

The opening event in the sequence involves mother end daughter reviewing

o range of school related materials (spelling exercises, math exercises,

phonic emmtercises and word recognition exercises). Both participants are read-

Lag and discussing the material. After several minutes of this activity

mother 1_-_4eaves the room, which changes the participant structure. However, for

two reams the event continues; (1) the reviewing (reading) of this same

material continues, ( though mother leaves the room, her question,

"what do you want to start with?" is a continuation of the interaction. This

interpre_tation is supported by S's direct response to the question When M

returns to the room (i "110, help me with my spelling words"). This event

ends wheamu the interaction becomes more focused around a'single spelling list.

The focuAss allows M to prescribe definite steps for S and sets up the next

can be differentiated from event 1 because of a change in part

dp ut sructure (from literate interactive to literate alone) and a change in

the litesmracy actions (from reading to reading and writing). The isolation of

3 and 4 frau. the others should be obvious. Both TC and mother are
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working alone (indePe _Adently) using different sets o f material ,to accomplish
different ends.

The difference be .,seen event 1 and event 5 la n.a.ot quite as obvious as the
differences between th other four -events: The basis question is; how can
event 5 be considered sas separate from event 1, espeially since we see the
same material and theme participants in the two events. The answer focuses

on the material. Van though the spelling list was involved in both events,
was used differ with different consequences Mor action in the two

events. In event spelling list began as just Jenother printed sheet
among many (functioni.n in much the same manner as vuld a single page in a
book) . When the list uwas eventually singled out it i unctioned only to organ-

.

ize the next literacy went for S. In event 5 thelist functions as the focus
of the event and otganMzes the entire interaction isto an initiation- reply-

evaluation sequence (idNscussed in the next chapter) . this different

function of the teaterA 1 results in different literer=y actions being carried
out by the particilzatsC This is especially true for S. In event 1 both par-

/ticipants are slaul.tatoously reading and discussing t tie same material (this is
a review session). Io event 5 M reads dies recites each word on the spelling

list while S orally reamszlers thespel? tug of ,each worcEN recited by M (a test

situation) . Tnus.-tbe rXd_fference between the Via events results from changes

In material and chaegtei In literacy actions.

:hough we did pick apart these extended sequerces of interaction so

that individual litereie events could be tallied and used in the quantitative
analyses, we also kept esw

this way we attempt

h sequences intact for our qualitative analyses. In

t the sequences appropriaestely for different pur-
.
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poses.

These types of mite -ups then, represent the data collected from our

observations. The presence of an observer in the homes beamed in no way to

stifle the reading and writing of the members of the household. On the con-

trary, in a few families extra literacy events were almost certainly staged

for our benefituntil the novelty of having an observer around had worn off.

Because of this tact and our time sampling technique, we would say that, if

anything, the findings reported here may represent a slight overestimate

rather than an underestimate of what normally occurs.

Usually during the initial visit to a family, we conducted a Day in the

Life Interview. This interview served to give the researcher an idea of the

parents' view f a typical.day in the family `s life and was used both to C-

)

rob rate what was observed and as an indicator of the times when-literacy

events uld be most likely to occur.

The Study

The activities involving print which we have just presented represent a

exemplars of the influence of culture and society on the development of

literacy fde

exerta a stronger influence than does culture on literacy development in the

-United States. This is not merely a specUlative elate: Rather, it is based

two year ethnographic study which my colleagues and l conducted in homes

e preschool child. Earlier we stated that we believe society

where hildred liv! The research participants in your study were 24

low-income preschoolers and their families. All of the families lived in the

metropolitenfArea -E Sign Diego and equally represented three ethnic groups
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black American, Mexican American and
_ 4
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Observations were focused on

the preschool children but also included the daily activities of their fami-

s when the child was present to observe or participate in them. Observe-

tionS:were conducted for periods of row 3 to 18 months. The numbers of home

visits per child raged from 9 to 4_ and the number of hours of observations

per childlranged from 16.5 to 142, with the total number of hours of observa;

tions in the homes of all the children lc_ ding 2000.

Our basic approach employed observational techniques Which were preserved

by detailed field notes. By this approach wt attempted to describe as-fully

as possible any and all literacy events which occurred during observation

periods. We defined a literacy event as Lay action sequence involving one

or More persons , in which the production end /or smanemlum of print plays

a role. Anytime the target child (TG) or anyone in the TCP's immediate

environment directly used y type of literacy technology (e.g., a book, a

pencil, a newspaper, etc.) or was in any other way engaged with written

language, the observer characterized the event in their notes,' as fully a_

possible. The focus was on providing a description of the actions which took0
place, the contexts from which the event Arose and was. played out, the parti-

cipants in the event any activities which co-occu ed or alternated with,the

literacy event, and the activity which occurred after the event ended. In

this way we sought to develop a picture of the child's direct involvement in

literacy events as well as the literacy events which s/he had the opportunity

a
observe.

ee
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Observations were spread over the hours of the day during which the child

was awake and over the seven days of the week. We attempted to Interfere as

little as possible in the normal activities of the families, and thus assumed

the role of passive observer. The presence of an observer in the homes seemed

in no way to stifle the reading and writing of the members of the 'household.

On the contrary, in a few families extra literacy events were almost certainly

staged for our benefit until the novelty of having an observer around had worn

off. Because of this fact arid Our time sampling technique, we would say that,

if anything, the lindings reported. here may represent a slight overestimate

rather than an underestimate of what normally occurs.

Chapter III Results

Overview

As has been discussed In the previous chapter, the target person of our

observations was the preschool child. We wanted to know what constitutes

his/her experiences with literacy- In particular, wanted to whether

there were kinds of literacy experiences other than story reading that provide

these preschoolers with systematic and useful sources of learning about print.

Since tge family unit represent_ the smallest and most familiar social organi-

ration which transmits knowledge of literacy it was chosen: as the focal set-

ting f ur observations. Focus on the family unit vsi essential because We

also waited to know how the family's everyday use of literacy influenced the

target children. We 'therefore very sensitive to the way in which pat-

terna of literacy related to the total configuration of people's lives Could

we identify outside sources oKiterate activity (church; governmental docn-

mantis, school)? Would there be emsvoupings of activities that might lead as
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to identify societal or cultural elements in the organization of literate

practice? We were, in effect, attempting to build a brOader notion of

literacy practice in the home to be used in future quantitative work either as

independent variables (to predict school success) or as dependent variables

(to measure the effect of some intervention).

-Dur__g our observations one notable fact emerged and generally character-

izes the environment of the children ked with in this study; literacy

an important part of a wide range of activities which constitute the everyday

lives of their families. Literacy seems to be used in functional ways by our

families and in ways which link them to :society at large. For example we saw

parents constructing shopping lists, doing crossword ptizzles, filling out

fare forms, reading the newspaper and studying the Bible: Adults were

observed reading game-rules together; children doing homework alone and in

interaction with their parents. We also saw siblings or-adults reading

stories to younger children and small groups of children reading a comic book

together or reading tor_ catalogues.

The wide range of literacy events observed represented a real coding

problem Before we could begin analyzing, we had to figure out what we

had to analyze. Our field potes were not check sheets. We had no prespeci-

fled categories to guide us. Story time might be considereean exception, but

it only servesto illustrate the problem we faced. Suppose that we agree that

kitow what. we mean by story'time and that it is a reliably scorable unit of

activity to be observed in any home. What other c ories are there? "Rome

work" might suggest itself, but we were working with presbhoolers. ,tie fact

there was not an accepted taxonomy home literacy events thai might
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involve 2-4 year olds. We had to build a descriptive scheme and using this

scheme as a starting point, ve could then code each event into its proper

category.

The results reported ofl,in this paper represent our solution to the com

plex problem of building a descriptive scheme.: The analytic framework

presented below evolved out of a detailed analysis of the over 1400 literacy

events we observed during the course of the study. We have attempted to

35_
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the descriptive focus of our ethnographic methodology and to, at the same'~

time, present a quantitative summary of the major configuration of literate

practice within the present sample which could be generalized to similar popu-

lation of low-income Americans.

The quantitative analysis of data presented'below uses - ethnicity as the

independent variables. factor, the literacy event, differentiated along

five major dimensions served as the dependent variable. Each class of

abler is discussed below.

Independent variable

Ethnicity. first independent variable was operationally defined as

memliership in one of the ethnic groups selected to participate in the study.

A large body of social cience research suggests that the culture of America's

various ethnic groups accounts for the variability on a vide range of perfor-

WACO measures of literacy. Indeed, Downing and Thackray (1971) citing

several studies, and *Oath (1982)Jaave argued that culture plays a very _

ficant role in reading readiness. At the outset of our study we reasoned that

any vatiabilitY.in literacy activity resulting from ethnic group membership

-2
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may reflect cultural differences in literate practice.

important to organize our analysis in a way that would al__

this possibility.

Dependent Variable

NI

therefore,

35
22

investigate

The original dependent variable employed in the study was the literacy

event. _owever, our observation method and A detailed qualitative analysis

each event allowed us to differentiate the original dependent variable into.-

two quantitative components and three qualitative components. The five dimen-

sions of the literacy event are used throughout the remainder of this report,

both

literacy

-anise the analysis of data and to discuss major configurations of

activity in the sample. However, in. this section only the quantita-

tive measures will' be discussed. The remaining qualitative measures will only

be mentioned here, saving the more detailed discussion of them for later sec-
/

tiOns of the paper.

Both of the quantitative variables employed inAata analysis were derived

from our method of recording literacy events in the field. The first depen-

dent variable is time and is operationally defined as the dur on of the

literacy event'. This variable is measured in minutes and expressed as a pro-

portion in order to standardize it' across all families. This proportion was

obtained by dividing the, total minutes of literacy by the total hours

of observation. The second dependent variable is frequency and is operation-

ally defined as the number of occurrences of literacy events. This variable,

is also _pressed as a proportion in order to standardize it- across all fami-,

lies. This propor obtained by dividing the total number of literacy

events by the total tours of observation.
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The three qualitative variables employed in the analysis were derived

from detailed analys of each literacy event. These dependent variables

ere; (1) the participant structure of the literacy n- (2) the "lesson"

content of literacy events, and (3) the _domain (contest)e t) of activity in Which

the literacy event occurred. Al_ five dimensions of the literacy event will

be activities of the families participating in the study. Both dependent

variables were a smined in isolation and In combination as they resulted from

the various levels of both predictor variables.

Basic Data

In this section we present the basic data regardir4 'iteracy events and

cy material gathered during the course of the stuc. As we haVe d

cussed in the previous chapter, the research participants in our study were 24

low income preschoolers and their families. Observations were focused on the

Preschool children but also included the daily activities of their'famili_i

when the child present to observes or participate in them. Observations

were conducted for periods of from 3 to 1E months.. Kmaminations of Table 2

reveals thatthe number of home visits per child ranged from 9 to 47, and the

number of hours of observation per child ranged from 14 to:142, with the total

number of hours of.observations in th-i' homes of all the children approaching

Insert Table 2 about here

1400. Table 2 reveals that the total number of minutes of literacy observed

in..each home ranged from 115'to 1351 minutes and the total frequency of

literacy 'WInta, obierved'In each family ranged from 20 to 97.

31
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Bobby

Barbara

Kristin

Alex

Beck/

Paul

Holly

esha

Natalie

Amin

Denise

Harvey

David

Alethia

Sharita.,

_a

Luis

Juan

Maria'

Terri

Roberto

/Lonnie

Mignel

TABLE #2

SUMMARY of LITERATE ACTIVITY

ACROSS ALL FAMILIES

SESSIONS HRS. OF OBSERV, TOT. MIN. OF LIT.
OVERALL
OF EVENTS

379 59

241 33

389 55

153 23

25

584 97

272 '77

417 61

664 75

1351 58

1196 53

889 73

20 42 234 i 0

N 19 59 395 38 .

O 5 14 / 469 44

P 21 71 384 23

6 104' 6O6 67

R 37 103 477 63
.-,-

12- 35 142 32

T 10 30 355 24

U 23

_ ----

47 283 61

V 26 51 , 370 62

24
-.-

48 148 , 47

X
.

46 276 77

1391 10,789 1247
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Literacy materials present in the homes were varied. The majo ity of the

homes had few literacy materials, either for adults or for the children.

Perhaps the most ubiquitous it was the guide to television programs. In

three of the homes no children's books were to be found; in-only five homes

was there more than a handful of adult reading materials present. Every fam-

ily had writing materials; however, only five homes were organized so that the

target children have ready access to paper and pencil/pen/crayon/etc.

There were seven homes which had, comparatively speaking, significantly

rester numbers of literacy materia or both adults and children. Four of

e homes were also among the six familiee for whom literacy played a

greater role in everyday activities. 3

Participant Structure

began to examine our field notes noticed that there was a lim-

ited range of participant structures associated With the literacy events we

observed. Four general types of participant structures emerged.

(1) Literate Alone, (2) Literates in Interaction, Literate - Target Child

'in Interaction, and (4) Target Child Alone. In this section Our objective is

These are:

to present the pattern of literacy activity we observed organized according to

this variable aspect of the literacy event. However, before we present these

results, it is important to define-the term literate as it was used to mark

the various levels of the participant ure.

31r-On at least three of four measures of amount of literacy in the home (fre-
quency of events for adults, amount of time.. spent in literacy events by
adults, Irequency of events for TC--both interactive and alone7-amount of time
Spent in literacy eveiles-by TC), these six households were quite high. Also,

.
these figures reflect the global judgments of the literacy environments in the
homes made by the reeearchars who morked,with.the families.
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The term literate has been defined in many ways. The definition of con-

ventional literacy offered by Hunter and Berman (1979) accurately specifies

the Ability level of most of the adults that frequently interact with our t r-

get children. They define a literate person as one with "the ability to read,

write, and comprehend texts on familiar subjects and to understand whatever

signs, labels, instructions and directions are necessary to get along Within

one's environment." Although this definit urate In its description

of the adults in our sample, its limitations ,ia-that it over specifies

the-ability with print of most of the school age siblings of our targerchil-

dren.

Our alternative was to use- a-more fundamental definitions of a literate

person. In this situation many people eight use the term literate in its most

fundamental sense: the ability to read and write one's name. However, by

this definition many of our target children could be considered literate.

Since one of our conc_ in the study Was an examination of how literate peo-

ple assist preliterate people to become literate, We required a more rigorous,

definition of literacy. Our next alternative was accept that "a person Is

literate who can with understanding both read and write a short, simple state -

merit on his everyday life. (UNESCO, 1951) This-definition successfully

excludes our preschool target children from the category of =literate people

and accurately describea the ability level of most of the school age siblings

of our target children. Everyone whose ability with print exceeded this fun-
,

damental limit was considered to be literate. All others were considered to

be prelfterate.

34
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Having defined the limits we placed on the term
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are now in a

Position to present the results of our analysis of the-participant structure

associated with literacy events. ich involved a literate p

son alone or literate persons in interaction, which the target child observed,

are significant. They provided our target children with an opportLity to

observe the various ways that literacy enters into, and sometimes connects,

the activities of people. A few examples_from our field notes will provide

the-reader with"an idea of a -e of the things our target children saw people

doing with literacy. These events will also serve to illustrate the kinds of

events we coded into the literate alone and literates interactive categories.

The0e qualitative exemplars will be useful to keep in mind as we proceed

through this section to the numerical summaries of the data.

Field Notes M(other) and Sharon are at the kitchen table. Sharon
January 16, 1981 (age 7) is doing homework and mother is writing a
Literate Alone (10 min.) letter and alternately assisting Sharon. with her

homework. Andrew (TC) is in the living room with
Terry (brother, age 9) watching Ty and playing with
toys. Terry who became bored with TV watching, is
writing down the names of his ideal all -pro football
team. The event ends when Terry finishes his roste
of teams and goes outside to play.

Field Notes
December 3, 1980
Literate Alone

(30 min.)

M(other) is preparing to go to the market,
in the TV room with all of the-kids. Path
the kitchen paying bills'. Nevis using a
he writes the payee, amount paid and dat
His procedure is as follows; opens the
it, writes a-check (properly record,
the -transaction of his tablet, write
customers copy of the bill,. files
with What-appears/to be other race
receipts,- stuffs ,the envelope the-
cedure with next bill. Througho-
iS in and out of the kitchen,
watch what F it doing, and chi
ends when father pays the las

3

icy is
s in

blet-where
paid.

nand reads,
.) Inters

-letup the
n a shoe box

do of payment
repeats the pro-
the event Natalie
Imes pauiing to

With him. The .,event

bill.
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field Notes
July 7, 1981
Literates Interactive

(6 min.)

Field Notes
June 1, 1981
Literates Interactive

NIE-G -79-0135
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Martin, Paul (TC), Mother and Grandmother are in
living room When observer arrives. Mother and Martin
have Just arrived home from school. Mother and observer
chat while Martin shows his "homework" to Grandmother.

M: I've got homework, lots of homework.

G: Great, that's what I like to see. Oh, that's
good. Let me-see some, more.

Martin and Grandmother continue going over the "home-
work" (names and various other print in this Manner
for several minutes. The event ends When grandma has
seen all of Martin's work and he takes it to mother
to review.

11:05 Mother and Peg (TC's sister, age 12) are in the
living room. Liz (TC's married sister) comes over
from next door. She goes into the kitchen and begins
to write a list of things she has to do for the day
(her list includes a shopping list). Soon mother
joins Liz in the kitchen and alks'with her about the
things on the list.

11:10 Mother's sister -in -law comes over. Now all
three talk about list-and help to add its as Liz
writes.

11:20 T _

going on
child goes outside making st

These few events provide us with only a glimpse of the various ways that

literacy enters into the activitie_ _f'people with whom our target children

live. Nevertheless, they are instructive for they suggest that the various

ways might expand a quite diVerse range activity. As these events indi-

cate, the range will include such routine activities as paying the monthly

bills and discussing school Work and estind to such creative and entertaining

activities as a 9 year old boy b

our purposes, of even greater int

_ding a football superpower. However, for

those events in which the partici-
,
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pant structure is the preliterate target child interacting with a literate

person, especially with a parent but also with an older (literate) sibling.

Such events are of particular significance because it is in these'social

interactions that we can observe (1) the structure of the activity, (2) the

effectiveness of the literate person in negotiating the preliterate child's

zone of proximal development and (3) the manner that beginning literates use

print to mediate their interactions with others. Again, a couple of examples

from our field notes will serve to illustrate the type of events we coded into

the literate-target child interactive category. The events included here pri-

marily illustrate points 1 and 3 but the last example also illustrates an

unsuccessful attempt of, an older sibling to construct and negotiate the

child's zone r proximal development.

Field Notes
April 15, 1981
Literate - TC Inter-

active (2 min.)

Field Notes_
January 5, 1981
Literate - TC Inter-

active (2 sin.)

After TC and Tina watch RoMper Room, Tina begins to
color and TC gets a new card game to show 0. TC
hands 0 the box (Strawberry Shortcake card game).
TC tells 0 they are StraWberry Shortcake cards.

Let's play.

-0: Bo4 do you play?

TC: (Handling 0 the Directions card)
You read the directions.
0 reads the directions aloud. (2 win'.)

You have to let me win.
(TC and 0 play-cards.)

Paul (TC) called into the kitchen to eat breakfast.
While in the kitchen he shows 0 a_wall.calendar.
He says, "NcDonalds, hamburguesee as he points to
Burger King. He turns the pages and points to a
food coupon on eachsaying "you buj one you get
another one too." .Aftar about 2 sautes N announces
that everything isserved and must be eaten while

a7
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Field Notes
May 11, 1981
Literate - TC Inter-
Literate - TC Inter-

active.(30 sec.)

Field Notes
Septembei 30, 1981
Literate - TC,Inter-

active (30 sec.)

NIE-C-79-0135
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ho

Walking in the park Tasia spots a stake-like metal
object with print on it. She asks Mutat it is.
N tells her she told her last time, then N reads,
"City of San Diego - Survey Monument';" They continue
walking through the park.

Tasia has been picking things up in preparation for
watching Sesame Street. She finishes ahead of time
and begins to color. She opens her color book upside down
She recognizes one picture (book still upside down),
says "ice cream man." Mike (12 yr. old) asks TC what
S-10D-A spells (Also printed in picture.) TC says
she doesn't 'know. Mike gives her a clue its some-
thing you drink." TC is not interested. She asks for
marking pens so that she may, color the picture.

final- category of participant.sttucture'is target child alone.

reading and writing and attempts at reading and writing which our preschool

children perform provide information about their developing conceptions of and

skills in literaCy. The literacy events in which the TC engaged independently

ranged from the pre end reading of books and labels to the invented spelling

the names of family members and the construction of pretend shopping lists.

Examples from our field note will provide some idea of the activities with

print material our young preschoolers carry_ out.

Field Notes
April 4, 1980
TC Alone (2 min.
Reading A

M and13 are chatting. TC-is watching TV. During
a commercial TC decides to brush her teeth. lisets
and gives TC the tub of toothpaste.. After M hands
TC the Zioothpaste, TC looks at it and saysocrThat's
aim." (it logs) TC continues to recite a portion of
the TC commercial about - "no tooth decay" as she
points to the'word fluoride on the tale.
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Field Notes
December 12, 1980
TC Alone
Writing

Field Notes
January 16, 1980
TC Alone
fading. (TV Guide)

NIE-G-79 -01

M, TC and Player have Jnst finished grocery shopping
WM1s riding hostel= the car, TC searches for and
finds a pen in the glove compartment.antia piece
of paper on the floor ad begins writing. She con
for approximately eight minutes. Upon arriving at
home, TC shows the paper to 0 and says, "See my
list." Once the family is back in the house TC con-
tinues:working on her list for another two minutes.
This literacy event ends when Marie apparently fin-
ishes her list and goes to help hermother. put away
the groceries.

5

M is watching TV soap operas-when TC, who is sitting
on the sofa next to 0 announces to no one in particular,
"1 gonna watch something else." With this statement
she walks over to the TV and picks up the TV Guide
one page at a time. After turning past the articles
in the magazine,ohe says, "Momma, what day this is?"
Mother replies that it is Friday. The child then
turns five more pages before she focuses her gaze on
a single page. When she stops turning pages, she

-begins to vocalize, again to no one in particular.
She says, "1 gonna watch Popeye" as she points to
print in One of the page. This naming included two
other prograis. Then she announces, "Noi I gonna
watch Wonder Woman at 3:00." When Marie says this
she is actually pointing to the 6:00 listings; 1

specifically, she points to CBS NEWS for Wednesday.'
After she makes, her "decision," she gets np,frodi her
seat, goes over to the TV and quickly pretends to
turn'the channel. Then she puts th Guide back on
top of the TV and sits back down with her arms folded
across her chest Which ends the event.

Insert Table 3 about here
.kiL..K=1=.

Insert Table 4 about here

Quanta_ tative \S1ary. Table,3 and Table 4 summarise,,foz/each he

households, the average frequenicy of literacy events and amount of tie spent

1

in .activities Involving reading or writing, according to the participant

Y.
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tructures of the events. First, it should be noted that all of the target

..1.1dren had opportunities to obsertrie the reading end writing of other perso-

ound them and that they all partimff.pated in litacy events. It should al mo

b noted, however, that there was covesiderable rename in the frequency and tune

sures of the literacy event in tlme familie

The adults engaged in a Median- anumber .45 iitetacy events per hot*

awproximately 6 per day) which the target children had the opport iity

observe and spent- a median of 3.62 rrainutes per hour approximately 51-
:tantitas per day) in such activities. Relative to I-se participant structures-

z...

Literates) -TC Interactive and TC Alone, the quency and time of adult

events e more homogeneous across families. The range in the amount of

literacy events between

in the families was tapecianlly king. Three of the children

ire terac t

sW.blings)

experienced on the average of only 1 much eve= evry 50 hours (or alMost ore

the TC's and 13terates parents or older

emery 3-4 days) , and for a total of 10 of the targ t children there is an
average of 1 or fewer interactive literacy events weer day. On the other hancW,

6 of the children averaged more than 7 irate active events with adults each

dam. y. Overall for the 24 target children _ the medla rs.. frequency (1.13

ants/hour) and median (1.2 sinutem/hour) of inteiractive literacy events

me=re lower than the medians for either the participnt structure of Literatesm

AL amine or in Interaction that of TC Alone.

The TC Alone -category, as was the case with 141 )-TC Interactive

ailmwso exhibited con_ arable variatiom: across the Z4 target Children for fre-

quncy of and time spent in activities s involving reading or writing. Nine of

thaw children initiated, on the average, fewer theta Individual literacy

44
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events per day while 4 TC's engaged in reading and writiu like activities
. .

by themselves on the average of more than 16 times per day. Overall, the tar-

get children tended to be involved in more literacy where they were the only

participants than in interactive literacy events with adults or older

siblings.

The quantitative rgaults presented above examine participant structure as

it occurred in each of the participating families. Our final quantitative

summary of the participant structure variable examines it as it resulted from

variation on the two primary predictor variables. A close examination of

Insert Table 5 about here

Insert Table 6 about hire

Insert Table 7 abOut here

,4
Table Table 6, and Table 7 demonstrates that within the participating f

lies literacy events more frequently occurred when literates were acting alone

than when they were in interaction with other literates or when they

interacting with the target child.(mean freqUencies .31, .16 and .25 respec-

tively p - ). Within this overall pattern Angles tended to more frequently

engage in literacy events in both the Literate Alone condition (mean frequency

- .49) and the Literates I e active dition (mean frequency - (.26) than

did Chicanos (mean frequency, Literate Alone .19) and Chicanos and Blacks

(mean frequencies, Literates late _it M .11 and .10, respectively, p
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Table 5 an Number of r-Ateracy Events per Hour of Mee_ ion

-1.1terates-TO Iatemar- Literates Interact Literates Alone
16o. t (Adult & C In= it

Comb ined)

Mean SP Mean SD Mean SD

Over all .25 .16 .14 .31 .28

Anglo .26 .19 .49 42

Black .17 .10 .10 .26 .10

Chicano .30 .11 .06 .19 .08
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Table 6

Mean )`Minutes of Literamacy Events per Hour of serva

79 -0135

37

LiteratesTC Intai=r
Act (Adult & TC

combined)

Literates Interar J4terste Alone

Cxverall 1.91 2.57 2.84 3.25

Anglo 2.05 2.56 2.34, 3.12 4- 53

Black 2.01 2.76 2.76 5.34 3..20

Chicano 1.67 2.39 3.65 1.28 .38
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Table 7

Hen Number of Literacy Events per

N1EG -79-0135
38

On

Li _ates-TC Inter- literates Interact Literates Alone
Act (Adult & TC Init.

combined)

Mean SD Haan SD Mean. SD

Overall .25 .16 .14 .31 .28

.22 .13 .06 .30 .31

Female .31 .18 .19 .32 .26
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Table 8

Mean Minutes of Literacy Relents per Wu rvati
for the combined Factors of Participant Rtri.utu a and Stir' of TC

NIRMI IF-G-79-0135
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Literates-TC Inter-
Act (Adult & TC Init.

combined)

Met t ret=es Alone

Mean -SD SD Mean SD

Overall 1.91 2.57 2b 84 3.25 3.50

Male 1.13 1.4$ 101 1.85 1.65

Female 2.69 3.66 3.22 4.64 4.32
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(Literates Alone) - .0678, Duncan > .075; p (Literates Interact) .0330

can > .05).

In regards to time, a different pattern of finding emerges. The most

eracy still occurs in the Literate Alone condition (mean time 3.25) ss

compared with the Literates Interact (mean time 2.57) and Literates-TC-'

Interact condition ( can time 1.91). However, with this pattern, Blacks

tended to spend more time doing literacy alone (mean time m 5.34) than did

Chicanos (mean time 1.28; p .0604, Duncan > .05). Anglas were undiStin-

guishable from either group in amount of time spent doing literacy alone (mean

Insert Table 7 about here

e- time 3.12). Table 8,

No significant differences-in the frequency of literacy events in the

three participant structures occurred with respect. to sex. (See Table 3).

With respedt to time, females tended to. 'spend more time in all three con-

ditions (Literates -IC Interact, mean, tim 2.69; Literates Interact, mean

time 3.66 and Literates Alone, mean\ time 4.64) than did males -(mean times

1.13, 1.48, and 1.85; p s, .0585, and

With'one exception; no significant differences in time er frequency ware

*mod among the three participant structures in regard to the remaining demo-

graphic variables (level of education, family xisa, and presence evabeeoceof

siblings). This one exception wee in the Literates Interact condition. Sun

families tended to spend less time, literates in small hinnies tended to

spend less time in interactions With each other involving literacy than did
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*edit= and large sired fewrL lies (mean times- - .99, 3.47, and 1.56 reaper-

p gri -1041).

Lesson Content

the previous secti

associated with the liter

were particular y intereste d in the configuration of participants which

presented the four participant structures

events we observed. Of these four structures we

Involved lit traces interact Ively and a literate person and the target child in

interaction. These partici7pant structures provided us the opportunity to

ftrammine in generalliteracy lessons as-they occur in the home and in particu-

lar those which invblve the 'target child as direct participant. We have

defined 11sisz lessons es interactions which are organized specifically to

communicate some type of i.normation (e.g., techniques, skills, values, etc.)

about literat=e practice. 0 teh, a particular discourse structure is employed

to accomplish -the 'mos.

-The "iriitiation- reply-a

as the c

n" (IRE) sequence has f en been described

_icel component o classroom lessons (e.g., Sinclair and Coulthard,

1975; Griffin a d Humphrey, 1978; Mehan, 1979). When this discourse Ttructure

occurs at home in essotistiason with reading and/or utiting it is considered to

be excellent preparation fomer later success in school. According to Heath

(1982) it-is a_ structure thamest is primarily constructed around -books and most

frequently carried out by__!'wmeinestreasau families. We were interested

mining the extent to which > his type of literacy event occurs in lo1-income

homes. We' discovered that MILE lessons do occur in low - income laailies. How-
,

ever, all literacy lasilona Mr-bat occur at home do not necessarily use an IRE

discourse- structure. 51
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We have differentiated the literacy events we observed into two

categories of lessons; IRE and Non ERE. Each category of event is briefly

discussed below accompanied-by appropriate examples.

IRE Lessons. This category of events captured interactions between par-

ticipants which centered upon literacy in a manner which replicated or gen-

erally modeled the ditcourse structure and content of lessons as they typi-

,cally occur in school classrooms. are a few differences

between IRE lessons as they occurred at home as compared to how they might be

expected to occur in the school setting.

In- school lessons typically are composed of multiple or extended (in

a) IRE sequences. The IRE lessons we observed in the hodee were marked b

variability. They ranged from comparatively brief encounters, consisting only-

of a single ERE sequence d lasting less than a minute to those which lasted

for an hour re and were composed of multiple IRE sequences. hies

:sons most often involved the mother interacting with the -target, child,

although occasionally there were instances in which older siblings or other

literate people interacted with the target child in an IRE lesson event.

leads to a second point about ER: lessons. Literacy ins rue

school
/

_ guided by an overall curriculum, some general or specific set

instructional practices that are intended to helix students progress in reading

and writing. Although we describe IRE lessons i the home as being organized

specifically to'communicate some type of informa on about readingand writ-

ing, this should not be taken to liply that the literati people in our target

Children's environments have worked out a coordinated scheme for instructing

2
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the childre in reading and 4 itipg. On the contrary, in only one home did we

find a mother who had devised some generalized plan-for instructing her child

in literacy.

Finally, it- 'should be mentioned that, the lessons involved both reading

and writing, but most often the unit of language focused upon was something

less than a textual one. That is `to say, letter- or words (especially per-
.

soli es) more often thp object of the IRE lesson t were stories or

other types of text. A few examples from field notes will-serve to illustrate
j

\\the p have made above.

Meld Notes
October 3, 1980
Literate - TC

Interactive

Larry was in his room.. playing alone his 'mother
brings the target child a poster for them to put'up.

Mother: "Where do you wa
(As she unrolls the postal

TC: "Night there'0"

Moth- "What dOes it say?"(As mother
finishes pinning poster to wall),

TC: "Kermit the frog."

Mother: "No there's no (meaning
"no word") frog up there.
Where's the Fr'?"

"I don't know."

Mother: "It tint Says {lather runs
fingJ under print on poster)
Kermit."

"Kermit, that's Kermit."
(As he lets to poster)

Mother
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Yield Notes
February 17, 1981
Literate - TC

Interactive

NIBS- 79 -Q135

44

Dad is babysi __ng with D and has just finished reading
the "Three Bears" to D (non - interactively) . When
they are finished Dad selects an ABC book from a
stack of two sitting on the sofa to'their left. He
opened the book and the following occurred:

D: What's that? (pointing to the
letter A)

De: I don't know.

D: A is for Apple.

I a A (generally pointing
to the A)

D: That's right, now l's that
pointing to B)

De: I don't know.

D: B, is for baboon.

De: Oh

D: What letter is this
(points to B)

De: It's a secret.

D: It's a B

De: B!

D: Ali (makes the sound of A,
apparently as a hint)

S

D: A

Al

D: Now, what le
(points to A

Al

ter Is this
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D: Right on, give me 5 (extending
his hand). Now what's that?
(points to B)

NIEG-79-0135
45

Dad closes the book and turns on the TV.
D continues looking at book for about 3 minutes. Then she
gets on the floor with her perfection game and begins playing
with it.

\I

Field Notes
June 23, 1980
Literate - TC Inter-

active (68 min.)

5:25 The TV show mother and TC have been watching
just about to go off when. Mother decides that now
might be a good time to "have school." M sets up
the Magic Erasable Writing Board (plastic card board
approximately 12 x 18, with faint green lines printed
across it) which M had bought for TC.

TC begins trying to write a 2, gets frustrated.
writes a Z, says:

M: Th_

TC: Z.

TC makes A.

M: That's a nice A. You could
make them smaller so they fit
in the lines.

TC then makes L's.

Oh, you're (TC begins
making more lines on L'a)
Oh, what are you turning it into?

Ends up with

M: You got carried away. E's only
have a line in the middle. An
F has two lines. An E
has three lines. Yours has ( -unt-
ing 1-7) 7 - too many.

IC makes E.

right.

5:30 R1 tal to 0 about her job. TC continues writ-
ing on master paper (diagram of letters with direc-
tional Arrows to aid in latter formation) with
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alphabet diagram.

5:37 TC and M put Magic Writing Board away. TC
washes hands.

5:39 Return to table.

M: Do you want to o words or
puzzles?

Puzzles.

M hands TC bunch of animal puzzle pieces. It has
names of animals written over the animals. M helps
her match the pieces.

M: What's this one say?

TC: Lion

H: And this one?

TC: Baby one.

M: Lion cub. That's what they
call a baby cub.

After puzzle together M 'quizzes' TC:

M: Where does it say, elephant?

TC points to correct word, says it, following word
with her tiger (etc.. for monkey, giraffe,, camel,
lion, lion cub).

5:46 M brings out bunCh of larger and smaller cards.

Task is to march words (Mouse, pig, apple,
al.).

5:8 M brings out small paperback book from the
learning skills kit. Roger and the Elephant. M has
TC look at different pages and describe what is hap-
pening. Go through whole book, page by page.

6:00 M brings out Magic Board. TC`orites on
alone for 5 minutes.

6:12 TC opens Sesame Street magazine t\Opage where
there is letter matching exercise. M tries to gets
her to do this and other activities in the \book. M
reads certain portions to TC. At some point H will

5
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read question and TC will circle answer. Or TC will
put I on the word . Also pages with shapes.

6:21 M tears printed ad insert out of Sesame Street
Magazine, goes to TC, and puts away magazines TC
writes on insert. TC continues writing on paper,
Magic Board 10 minutes alone While M, F, 0 talk.

Event ends at 6:35 when all go into living room.

Non IRE Lessons. In contrast to IRE lessons, non IRE lease s center more

around the functional use of print than the techniques and skills involved in

the production of print (e.g.

finding things, etc.),

print can be used to label things or to aid

E lessons may also present the child value

statements regarding literacy (e.g., "writing is better than playing") or

alert the child to the fact that literacy is an operation that is distinguish-

able from other operations than can be performed with the same utensils (e.g.,

"1 want you to write not draw"). Again, a couple of examples from field notes

will serve illustrate non IRE lessons.

Field Notes 12:12 TC has been plodd-ug around house for a few
March 6, 1980 minutes. She doesn't want to stay inside but must
Literate TC Inter- because it is raining.

active

Let me see can think
of something fun for you to do.
Would you like to color with
some paper and markers?

Yeah!

Interactive play with paper and markers takes place.
Characterized a lot by IRE sequenees,'With mother
asking "What color is that?" as TC marks on paper.
Also discussion of TC's 'drawings.'

12:20 M: Do you want me to write your
name?

Yes
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Field Notes
March 11, 1981
Literate - TC Inter-

active

You do it

By myself?

Do you know how?

No

M takes marker. Says each letter as she writes it.
(as M writes TC's attention diverted-elsewhere)

See, there's your name.

. (not showing much enthusiasm)

Then TC and M interactively draw more pictures. TC.

requests that M make a M draws one body part at
a Mme, announcing which it id and when finished with
drawing says:

M; Now we'll make a hay.
(and writes BOY over p.of
drawing)

Same with Mama. (TC now participates in labeling of
body parts). Repeat with Erin. And Dad.

Flom time to time M tries to opt out of this activity,
but TC keeps drawing her back in, making her
write/draw for TC. M wants IC to write/draw for her-
self.

At end of activity H puts TC'a name on paper
everybody will know who did it."

Mom has just served D her breakfast of eggs and
grits. She is now looking for something -in cabinets
above the sink.

, I can't find the Ovaltine.

D: (Who is now focusing on mom)
There it is.

Where? (she says this as she
picas Delores up to take her over
to the cabinet) Show me.
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D: (Goes right to it and picks it
off the shelf)

Bey, that's good! I didn't
know you could read.

D: smiles

Insert Table 9 about here

Insert Table 10 about here

Quantitative Eamlm. Table 9 and Table 10 summarize, for each of the

households, the average amount of time spent in and frequency of literacy

events according to the lesson content of events. First, it should be noted

that once again there was considerable variation between families in the

time/frequency of literacy lessons. Three target children had neither the

opportunity to observe or participate in a literacy lesson during the entire

course of observations. An additional two target childrenl had no experience,

during observations with IRE lessons and an additional seven target children

had no observable experience with non IRE lessons. On the other hand, four

target children experienced comparatively extensive exposure to literacy les-

sons*

The quantitative results presented above examinee the lesson content

literacy events as an outcome in each participating family. Our final quanti

tative summary of the lessons variable examines it as it resulted from varia-

tion on the two primary predictor variables. A close examination of Tables 12

through 15 reveals that overall, the highest frequency of literacy events

9



Family

Nike

Bobby

C Barbara

D Kristin

E Alex

F Becki

C Paul

H Holly

I = Myeesha

Natalie

Amin

© Denise

Ha

- David

0 Alethia

Sharita

Alma

R Luis

S Juan

T Maria

U Terri

Roberto

Ronnie

X Miguel

TABLE 9
Lesson Content of Literacy Events

Frequency

Non-Lesson IRE
Lesson

Non-IRE

.74

.66 -

1.03

1.00 - .15

.68 .06 .03

3.77 .12 .17

1.67 .05 .20

2.12 .20 .16

.52 .02

.64 .03 .02

.56 .01

.76 .11

.47

.51 .20 -

3.16 .07

.32 .02

.59 .03 .02

.51 .03 .02

.83 .03 .09

.59 .13 .07

1.14 .06 .04

.92 .08

1.01 - .02

1.38 .15 .13



Family

Mike

B = Bobby

C = Barbara

D = Kristin

E = Alex

F = Becki

C = Paul

H = Holly

I Myeesha

J = Natalie

K = Amin

L = Denise

M = Harvey

N = David

0 m Alerhia

P = Sharita

Q = Alma

R = Luis

S uan

Maria

U = Terri

V = Roberto

W = Ronnie

X = Miguel

TABLE #10
Lesson Content of Literacy Events

Time

Non-Lesson IRE
Lesson

4.45 .97

4.75 -

8.23 -

2.90 .40 .06

25.63
I

.24

5.41 .31 .81

12.22 4.60 .18

4.53 .15 -

14.58 .49 .83

12.70

_

.47 .91

10.96
I

.70 .19

5.78

3.83 I 2.85

33.24 1.48

4.77

4.87
I

.82 .13

4.52
I

.12 .10

3.57 I .09 .44

10.94 .58 .51

4.99 . 7 .10

4.33 I 1.41 1.47

3.03 - .06

4.09 1.15 .80

Li
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occurred in the non lessons category (
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_quency - .49) as compared with

1--ons (IRE and non IRE combined, mean =frequency m .13). can be seen from

Insert Table 11 about here

Table 11 no significant differences in the frequency of IRE Lessons, NonIRE

Lessons, or Nonlessons obtained among ethnic groups in the sample.

In regards to time, the same pattern obtains, the most literacy at 1

occurs in the Nonlesson category (mean time 5.93) but the differences in

amount of time between Nonleasons and IRE Lessens (mean time - .58), NonIRE

Lesson (mean time .65) or lessons (IRE and NonIRE combined mean time 1.24)

are not significant. Further, no significant difference in the amount of time

Spent in IRE Lessons, NonIRE Lessons, or Nonlessons obtained among ethnic

Insert Table 12 about here
_ _ _ a

stoups in the sample (see Table 12).

No significant d n_ in the frequency of literacy events _regards
fi

to IRE or NonIRE Lessons or Nonlessons occurred with respect to sex (see Table

fasert Table 13 about here

Insert Table 14 about here

and Table 14).
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Table 11
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Mean Number of Literacy Events per Sour of Observation
for the Combined Factors of Lesson Content and Ethnicity

IRE Lessons NonIRE Lessons Non Lessons

Mean SD Mean SD pan SD

Overall .04 .05 .09 , .20 .49 .37

Anglo .04 .04 .19 .33 .68 .55.

Black .05 .06 .02 .03 .40 .20

Chicano .03 .03 .06 .06 .38 .20
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Table 12

Mean Minutes of Literacy per Hour of Olbservatjon
for the Combined Factors of lesson Content and EthniOty

IRE Lessons NonIRE Lessons Won Lessons

Man SD Mean SD Mean SD

Overall .59 1.04 .65 1.50 5.93 5.30

Anglo .70 1.56 .32 .44 6-31 7.30

Black .75 .87 1.23 2.54 7.41 4.26

Chicano .32 .50 .39 .48 4.07 3.76c
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Table 13
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Mean Number of Literacy EVents per Roux of Observation
for the Combined Factors of Lesson Content and Sez of TC

IRE Lessons Manila Lessons Non Lessons

Mean- SD Mean SD Mean SD

Overall

Male

Female

.04

.04

.05

.05

.04

.09

.14

.05

.20

.28

.05

.49

.38

.60

.37

.50
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Table 14
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Mean Minutes of Literacy per Hour of ObeerVation
for the Combined Factors of Lesson Content and Sez of TC

IRE Lessons NonTRE Lessons Non Lesaona

Mean SD Mean SD. an SD

Overall .59 1.04 .65 1.50 5.93 5.30

Male .48 .77 .35 .45 3.33 3.10

Female .69 1.29 .95 2.08! 8.53 5.86
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With respect to time, however, families with female TCs spent more time

in nonlesson literacy events (mean time 8.53) than did families with male

TCs (mean time 3.33) (p .0125).

Domains of Literacx Activity

Up to this point 'our presentation of results has presented the literacy
J
event as an isolated unit. However, our data clearly indicates that in real-

itythe literate environment of the child is not a sequence of random events.

The literacy eV ntlunctions not as an isolated event of human activity, but

as a connected unit embedded in a functional system of activity generally

involving prior, occurring and subsequent units of action. In other words,

the literacy events we observed occurred within partiCular contexts, i.e,

within particular socially assembled situations. Through a careful anal is

of the several literacy contexts we described in our field notes we were able

to identify several elements of these complex literacy situations. The par-
.

ticvlar elements of the literacy context that we have identified are the

materials, the people (and their participant stlucture) their goals,

behavioral rules and. expectations, the physical setting, as will as prior and

subsequent units of action. Based on this qualitative analysis of the context

surrounding the literacy eve

domains of literacy activity.

we were able to construct an analytic system of

Once we began the detailed qualitative anelysIR of our field clescripti.oas

the literacy events we observed, We noticed that the type of literacy tech-

nology being used ad the actions conattucted around then wars implicated in

the events in non trivial ways. 'FIrst,'the material could be

organisations and 'insitutions'outside Of the home. That

linked to other

the originating
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point of the material Paved in most literacy events could be traced

directly back to parriuhr segule=as of this society, e.g. the trade economy,

the school, the church, the welfilie system, etc. Second, particular material

was Associated with, a particular se=quence of actions. For example, TV or

movie listings were usederclusiviy in an instrumental way to select enter-

tainment, the Bible watosed eacl1=--ively to learn or teach "the word of God,"

a shopping list. was towdexclusWemly for shopping, etc. The limited range of

actions ass elated with the pa tIc.= molar literacy material could be described

and defined only by aA,Ufted rarkg of labels and meanings provided by the

society. That is, literacy conter ts are constituted of actions that cluster

around or can only be 4 ecribed In terms of definitional labels provided by

society, e.g. shopping. getting wielafate, playing games, doing homework, etc.

Moreover, these actions fit into tteftwo ks of activity that are organized by

the society.

For the purpose of ronetrucai ring an analytic category system of domains

literacy activity we fosed our eleicammination of the literacy event on the.

observable behavior thacvaa orgartiaLzed around literacy materials. We were

then able to identify tilesalienc dt7R1beensions of the literacy context as the

material, the actions oCpeople anc the societal definitions typically

assigned by society to Ghoee actiA : Based on a consideration of these

dimensions of the litersuyontext we were able to organize our literacy

events into nine domainodliterAm=y activity. The nine domains have been

labeled as Daily Living, btertaimt, School Related, Religion, General

Information, Work, LiteralTechniTumes and Skills, Interpersonal Cunication

and. Storybook Time. Thasidosaite nand the societal linkages are presented

below.

6S
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(1) Daily LAylall Ft= u tiu es. eracy +vents coded into this domain were

embedded in activities which consti 1.1 the recurrent practices of ordinary

life for the families i m our sample: ,)btaining food, maintaining shelter,

participating in What t_s required by social Institutions maintaining the

social organization of the family. Literacy events appeared in daily living

activities such as shoi~ping, washing clothes, paying bills, getting welfare

assistance, preparing f 0od, getting the children dressed, etc. Examples of

this type of event were presented earlier in the section on participant strut-

ture. An additional ex, ample is presented below;

Field Notes
December 12, 1980
Literates Alone

(10 min.)
Daily Living

M has just n shed preparing breakfast and is talking
to F, who is trying to

'concentrate
on a boxing match

being shown on TV. TC is at the kitchen table eating
breakfast. After M finishes her conversation with F
about going to the grocery story M enters her kitchen,
selects a cookbook from on top of the refrigerator
and takes the book to the kitchen table where TC is
sitting eating breakfast. M sits directly across the
table from TC. TC directs her attention to M when
she sits down. M first consults the table of con-
tents in the book and then turns to' a particular
recipe and reads it for approximately three minutes.
TC watches closely what her mother/ is doing during
this time but does not verbally or physically
interact with her. After the thriAe minute period M
closes the book, get a email tab/et and pencil and
returns to sit at the table. TC then asks, "What
'cha doing', Ma ?" M's response was partially inaudi-
ble but she ends by saying, ..and I got to make my
list." Still sitting directly across from TC,
begins to construct her shopping list. In construct-
ing the list, M writes the names of several items she
needs. Then she proceeds to alternate between get-
ting up to check the-refrigerator or the cupboard and
writing additional items on the list. These actions
last for a total of six minutes. Again TC attends
closely to What her mother is doing. The event ends
when M finishes/her list and leaves the table to get
_Player dressed to go to the store.

6
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2) Entert 1=ient. Literacy events com.cled into this ea
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in were embedded

in activities tleat passed the time of the webarticipant(s) S..= an enjoyable, con-

structive or interesting manner. acy -was observed tlzs- occur in a wide

variety of acci sties in this domain. HoweNY_ -depending <an the activity,

literacy itself may be (1) the sourceOf th entertainment (reading a novel or
doing a crosswod puzzle) , (2) instruz to the entertainment
itself (reading the TV guide to finding out what programs -or-ill be on, reading

the rules for psaarlor games) , or (3) s` facet of media enter -t airtment (reading

which occurs the course of a telei :.irogr ea or film, Eramples of each

type of entertai_rament event are presented bellow.

Field Notes
February 19, 18B-0
Literates Alone

(10 min.)
Entertainment - Print

as Source

Field Notes
June 12, 1981
Literate/TC in -act

(2 min.)
Entertainment - Lint

as Source

2:19 H has just fraishedeleaningg up_ from lunch. She
She comes into the living room whre TC is playing. H
Picks up her novel-w site down to m-ead. Ends when next
event begins/mailen arrives.

3:13 Mother is in kitchen clean is.g and arranging things
in there. After et a children had shown me some Bible

e stories they liked Javiir looks door something to do
and gets out a bcinie about a dog. Geraldo goes into the
kitchen with mothe

Javier goes across the roes to on the sofa tel-
ling me that the bor.ok he had was !tale favorite book.
TC goes and sits b Javier as JavX..er begins to read.

M Javier reads his= book he holds it right in front
of him rather than elect:nix:Editing lm self to Raul at
his side. Raul is forced to move Inis shoulder in an
awkward position.

TC makes a few comments about the picture. Javier
tells bin, "Yen, but< listen." TC d a.118 in closer
into Javier's lap b-iut Javier nudges him up. After
two minutes TC tire as of this and gemts off the sofa.
Be goose off into th.mse one bedroom cl.X the house.. This
room is where the. t.oys are kept are,m1 TC soon returned
to the living room nth as wooden puzzle.
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Field Notes
February 14, 1980
Literates Alone

(2 min.)
Entertainment - Print

as Instrument

Field Notes
March 6, 1980
Literates Alone (5 min
Entertainment - Print

as Instrument

Field Notes
September 25, 1981
Literates Alone

(30 sec.)
Entertainment - Media

Field Notes,
June 30, 1980
Literates Interactive
Entertainment - Media

NIE 79-0 _5

M is in living room watching TV. TC-is playing with,
toys on floor. M looks at TV Guide,then changes
channel to Dionne Warwick special.

M, F and TC have just arrived back from F's father's.
They carry in some things and get settled. F sets in

.) chair in living room and immediately begins reading
directions for playing backgammon. (M in kitchen get-
ting lunch ready) TC in living room playing with toys.

The children were all watching TV. Mother was in the
room with the children. A "Kool Aid" commercial came
on the tube. As the words "Kool Aid" flashed onto the
screen TC and her two brothers yelled'out the
product name.

8:15 TC and cousin (9 year old - J) have just
just finished having bath. They come to living
room where F is watching TV. They also watch.

8:20 Show over. There is conversation about Jaws,
being on HBO next month. J asks if family has HBO.

F: No, it's too bad we-
(as on screen there
saying that the prog
presentation of HBO)
say?

J: Looks at screen.

(Reads notice to J

J gets the message and M rubs

on't have HBO
pears a notice
w just on was a
What's that

_ that a dummy he is

) School Related. Literacy events coded into this domain were embedded---

in activities Which are-directly related to the institution of the school. In
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most cases the particular material serving as the focal port of the event

came directly from the school. In other ca ,e the direct link to the school

was provided by the participants in the events labeling their ongoing activity

as being school related. For examples, literacy events were coded in this

domain when siblings were "playing school" or when parents were getting their

children "ready for

better in school."

workbooks purchased

tablets and cutout

literacy event

Field Notes
October 22, 1981
Literates Alone

(30 sec.)
School Related

Field Notes
July 29, 1981
School Related
Literates Alone

are

school When parents were helping their children "do

Parents or siblings organized these types of events around

at the Supermarket or other literacy technology such as

umes of magazines. Some examples of school related

presented below.

(7 min.)

Field Notes
January 6, 1981
Literates Interactive

(15 min.)
School Related

Mother, I and TC sitting outside. TC running up
and down stairs. The two boys come home carry-
ing a flyer from school. Javier and Gerald() hand
mother their flyers. Mother takes one and flips
it to Spanish side. Mother looks at it, tells 0
it is another announcement.

Sister (6 year old - S) gets out packet of word
flash cards (she got these from 10 year old neigh-
bor child who was given them at school to practice
reading because he doesn't read well).
S goes through cards, one at a time, trying to say
each of them.

TC tries to participate
TC, S fight over cards,
and stops activity.

but S won't let him. Soon
M comes in from other room

The family was watching Rung Fu movie on television.
TC is in the room with the rest of the family.
During the, movie Olga asks her father what the
movie.was about. Father tells Olga, "fifty don't
you write down what you think the story is and I
will look at it." 'Father said this in an angry tone
of voice. (I found out later that about this time
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Field Notes
June 23, 1980
Literate - TC Inter-

active (68 min.)

the parents were realizing that though their daughter
was receiving good grades in school [a good student]
her level-of achievement did not meet the parents'
expectations) .

Olga retrieved her notebook and began to write down
what the movie was about. At the top of her paper
she wrote, "The story was about...?"

As Olga wrote, she watched portions of the movie.
When she finished she took her notebook up to her
father. Her father looked it over telling her that
her writing has improved but that she would have to
make her letters straighter. After father gave her
notebook back. Olga put it by the TV and continued
watching the movie.

5:25 The TV show mother and TC have been watching is
just about to go off when Mother decides that now
might be a good time to "have .school." 11 sets up
the Magic Erasable Writing Board (plastic card board
approximately 12 x 18, with faint green lines printed
across it) which 14 had bought for TC.

TC begins trying to write a Z, gets frustrated.
writes a Z, says:

M: There's a Z.

TC: Z.

TC makes A.

H: That's a nice A. You could
make them smaller so they fit
In the lines.

TC then makes L

M: Oh, you're L. (TC begins
making more lines on L's)
Oh, what are you turning it into?

Ends up with

K: You got carried away. E's only
have a line in the middle. An
F has two lines. An E
Baas three lines. Yours has (eount-
ins 1-7) 7 - too many.
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TC makes an E.

M: That'sAright.

5:30 M talks to 0 about her job. TC continues writ-
ing on master paper (diagram of letters with direc-
tional arrows to aid in letter formation) with alpha-
bet diagram.

5:37 TC and M put Magic liriting Board away. TC
washes hands.

5:39 Retun to table.

M: Do you want to do words or
puzzles?

TC: Puzzles.

M hands TC bunch of animal puzzle pieces. It has
names of animals written over the animals. H helps
her match the pieces.

H: What's this one say?

Lion

H: And this one?

TC: Baby one.

H: Lion cub. That's they
call a baby cub..

After puzzle together M 'quizzes' TC:

M. Where does say elephant?

IC points to correct word, says it, following word
with her tiger (etc. for monkey, giraffe,'camel,
lion, lion cub).

5:46 M brings out bunch of larger and smaller cards.

Task is to march words (Mouse, pig, apple, zoo, et
al.).

5:58 M brings out mall paperback book from the
learning skills kit. Roger and the Elephant. M has
TC look at different pages and describe what is hap-
pening. GO 'through whole book, page by page.

7
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6:00 11 brings out Magic Board. TC yr t Ernes on it
alone for 5 minutes.

6:12 TC opens Sesame Street magazine page whe
there is letter matching exercise. 14 tres to get
her to do this and other activities in tlEine book.- H
reads certain portions to TC. At sozn pint H will
read question and TC will circle answer. Or TC will
put X on the word . alnpSgeO IirititVi shapes.

6:21 H tears printed ad insert put of Swmesame Street
Magazine, goes to TC, and puts away magS=Eines TC
writes on insert. TC continues writing c=m paper,
Magic Board 10 minutes alone while H, V, 0 talk.
Event ends at 6:35 when all -go into livit=g room.

(4) .R.igion. terse), events coded into this domain we're en =bedded in

activities which are cWirectly related to religious practices. A eistinguish-
ing feature of literay events which occur in this domain is t they typi-
cally involve more sopmbisticated literacy skills than do events itam most of the

other dos . For sample, it was not 'uncommon for hese events to require

individual or group analysis skills as a- part of Bible etude sessions.

We present two exampl.a of this type of literacy event below.

Field Notes The kids are in the TV room vstching cartoons.
October 28, 1980 M decides to study a "word" and-goes te.- her room
Literates Alone to get her boo; emerges with "aid t under

(30 min.) standing the Bible and two versions of theme Bible
Religion (ring James aehovas Witness trans1tion) a

ptablet and a pencil.- She 'goes to the ki_chen table,
sets- up and_ begins_ studying. Again, H us es all three
books, first reading one then the other. She is also
taking notes on some of what she is readt_ng. On her
tablet I notice the following headings to.--r sections
of at least one paragraph in length; Exous 20:4,
Matthew 6:9, First Corinthians 11:1-10 senass41 Ephesians
5. Metre and Totessant arrive home frost school. H
pauses- to answer questions and give superwiSion.
Then she's back to studying for several sear ore minutes.
The event ends when Arthur breaks a ',Judo-mow.
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Field Notes
November 6, 1980
Literates Interactive

(90 min.)
Religion
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/.1 and 0 are sitting in the TV "room that iict=-
M has just finished disciplining TVs. lei kie
is now in her room pouting, Arthur is sited
quietly seeming to bi waiting for the right moment
to get (1:00) back into action. Shirley doweales
over to visit. One of the first questione she asks 11
is what she thought about the election. Pi' m response
was that they represent nothing more than play-
ing games", that in fact, they not only not
govern her but they y-were also incapable a governing
themselves, Shirley responded by saying 9h e was
disappointed that Carter had lost but pertia:-ps Reagan.
could really turn the country around. ,M re -rplied that
only Jesus could do that and that this-is hz d.s kingdom
and He is our true king. To prove her poin---t she gave
Shirley the Bible and instructed her to ree...cl a par-
ticular verse.-- When-Shirley fifiiehed intierpreted
it for her and expanded on that interpretston adding
meaning and verification by getting Shirley to read
other verses. The conversation mad mediates:mad by the
Bible throughout and ranged from the origittl focus
to include false prophets, falime religious, the,des-
truceion of the planet, how many people wi11M. be left,
etc. Throughout this event TC's were both Ulm and out
of the room. Once Arthur puts his hands ot a maga-
zine but did not open it. The event ends littrnmen Star
ley must go home to be there (2:30) when Datsceny gets
home from school. (The Bible-is intimately involved
in this event, several verses from the Bi.h1 are read
as part of the' discussion of all, the topics)** .

(5) General Information. Literacy events coded into this domaimm. were

embedded in activities which can be most accurately labeled as accisumslating

general informatl-- The information being accumulated covers a wider range of

topics and may or may not be used at some future time. Examples of t_ his type
are presented below.

Field Notes
September 3, 1981
Literates Alone

(13 min.)

This is a concurrent event. While M, TC and 0
interact in the living room, Grandma sits in the
diming' area reading the daily newspaper- Ho comments
are made to or by her concerning her activit=r for
13 minutes, then:

Look Fatty_ , your buddy's in

the paper again.
MI Whiled he do now?

10
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Field Notes
December 3, 1980
Literates Alone

(10 min.)
Field Notes

NIE -790 35
67,

r

H goes into he dining area, dhm chi ommxticle. She
makes no comment on the content of the Omrticle, other
than shaking her head. Grandfather reth=arns home from
K-Mart. Acttvity-changes and centers sound

%
grandfather's shopping tzip.

Mom is preparent to o to the market, F is in the
kitchen paying bills and tancyOlge 20 is in the
TV room with all four kids- Nancy had the TV turned
to channel 5 waiting for Wondslionan tom come on.
In the meantime news and.advealsement0 are being
displayed on the screen. Neocyreads 0..z..=-Is print

until Wonder man comes oa.

(6) Work. Literacy events coded into this dam

activities which are directly related to employment. burst

becURded

cotft-=.es the

literacy events in this domain were associated With Waking a 13-aroduct, per-

forming labor or providing a service which is exchanged for monet=ary

resources. However, in some cases the literacy event laWassonfaJEted with

either gaining or maintaining the opportunity to earn money in Vh .ais way. Some

examples of employment related literacy events are preaited

Field Notes
October 9, 1980
Literates Alone

(15 min.)
Work

When M, A and 0 enter the TV oftaNickto is watching
"Love Boat" and Nancy is reeding the clam ssified ads
(looking for a job). For the next aovera al minutes
Nancy alternates between reading the psPo.er and
glancing up to look at the TV. The acviw-vity ends
and Nancy puts the paper dowudd focusemla on the TV.

Field Notes Children were watching televtiOn. TV ies located
September 11, 1981 in same corner of room Where kitchen tob=le is.
Literates Interactive Father brings a flyer he received ftam losonik over

(2 min.) to me and asked me to read itaulainalmmu it to him.
Work Flyer was about the procedures his Oaplot:yer would

use in- the event that cutbacks in eaplOYemmes would
have to be made.

Parents discussed this th chother COmpress ng
their fear efnfiit they hive to do
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Javier overhearing us asked father if he had lost his
lob. Father explained, holding the flyer, that he
had not, the company was only telling the workers
that some might lose their jobs, he did not think he
would lose his.

Field Notes Two insurance men arrive to sell Larry a life policy.
August 28, 1980 IC is now looking in the mirror and generally playing
Literates Interactive around in the room. N has stopped reading the paper

(1 hr.) and started playing with Player and talking with
Work TC. The event directly involves the two insurance

men and dad. The.saleamen are using several charts
and booklets to sell their product. All three men
are reading the various material and the two men do a
fair amount of writing. The event ends when the
insurance people leave without a sale. They also
leave a business card which Larry glances at then
places on top of the TV.

Field Notes The children, includim,TC entered the house.
March 20, 1981 Ralph asked his mother for something to eat. Mom,
Literates Alone who was in the kitchen asked the children to sit

(10 min.) at the table. The children were served their meal.
Work Mom went into the living room, which can be seen

from the kitchen, and sat with an Avon product
catalogue.

Moeller explained to me that this was a new "book" for
her customers to look through. I sat with the chil-
dren at the kitchen table. Mom got up once to serve
me a tea but returned to her booklet of products.
When the children finished we returned outside.

(7) Literacy Techniques and Skills. Literacy events coded into this

domain were those where reading and/or writing was the specific focus of the

ongoing activity. Thus, print was embedded in activities specifically organ-

ized to teach/learn literacy techniques, skills or information. These events

were sometimes initiated by a literate person but more frequently they were

initiated by-the target child. In either case, however, at least one partici-

pant in the event and sometimes both participants are typically required to

73
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abruptly shift out si

this type of event.

Field Notes
January 5, 1981
Literate - TC Inter-

active (30 sec.)
Literacy

Field Notes
April 16, 1981
Literates Interactive
Literacy

NIE-G-79-0135
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me -elated ongoing activity in order to participate in

A few a =pies are presented below.

Field Notes
October 6, 1980'
Literate - TC Int- ac-

tive (1 min.)
Literacy

TC has been going in and out playing cowboy" while
24 and 0 chat. After several minutes, TC enters kitchen.
M tells TC to sit in living room and "write" for a
while. TC replies that he would rather play.
M tells him that she will not take him to the park
if he does not write. She tells him to write in his
"book" (libro), referring to his steno tablet.

TC goes into the living room, picks up his tablet and
a pan from the corner table and writes for about 30
seconds. He then returns to play activity. When
questioned by M (who is in kitchen) TC replies, "I
already wrote" (trans.). He shows his page of many
large circles to M. M tells him he did not write, he
only scribbled. M allows TC to return to play
activity.

TC is sulking as Ruben looks at TC's Wildlife book.
Linda is asking M where the crayons are, saying she
wants to color. Amalie (Linda's mom) tells Linda that
she wants her to write, not color. She tells
her that nothing is gained from coloring. Linda
picks up TC steno pad and writes. She writes names
of all the people in the room. She shows the list to
0, then to Mdm who tells her it is very nice. Linda
then tells Ruben to practice his name.

Family has been hanging around. TC shows 0 one
sister's (Becky ? years old) school papers, says
"Look, 0, Becky's".

M (to TC):
TC:
M:

14:

Do you
Letter

-what letter that is?

Yeah, that's-right...letter P.' You know
what starts with letter pain in the
butt-pug face. .
Yeah, letter P.

Brother reenters ream TC distracted, watches TV.

f.
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(8) Interpersonal
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ommuni_caton LiterScy events coded into this domain

were embedded in activities organized to communicate with friends or relatii

using print as the means for reaching across time and/or distance. A few

examples of this type

Field Notes
December 15, 1980
Literates Interactive

(15-min.)
Interpersonal Communi-

cation

Field Notes
December 5, 1981
Literates Interactive

(1 min.)
Ihterpersonal Communi-

cation.

Field Notes
February 8, 1980
Literates Interactive

(3 min.)
Interpersonal Communi-

cations

-Story_ Book Time.

event are presented below.

es

When 0 arrives sister (20 year old Patty) and her
husband (Frank) are in the midst of writing a personal
message on a Christmas card they are sending to Frank's
family it Mexico. F has written a message in Spanish
on a piece of paper. P is copying the message. on
the card itself. Flasks questions about spelling
from time to time and reads parts aloud. F also
reads to self after P finished copying.

1037 TC and brother were playing army.
Mother began writing a letter sitting at the kitchen
table. During his play Geraldo asked mother who
she was writing the letter to. - I4other said, "To

my mother." Geraldo said, "What are you going to
tell Nana ?" Mother, "Oh how good you've been and
when we will visit her." Geraldo; 70h are you going
to tell her to get us a present." Mother, "Oh
Gerald° you are not supposed to ask for presents."
Geraldo, "Tell her iust;a small one."

Mother'and I chuckle and she says to me, "Oh look at
how these children ere." Mother returns to her Writ-
ing.

O arrives athonse and M and F are,reading a letter
from a friend in Oregon. They are standing side
by side,reading, occasionally pointing to text and
discussing content0 of message. After 3 minutes TC
leaves house to go to neighbors.

Literacy eve

a caregiver reads-to achild

coded into this domain were those where

childrdh in the family as a patt of the care-,_

givers routine activity.. Of course-, not all evi- in which a caregiver reads
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to a child involve books which contain a narrative account- Typ=ically

books involved in these events were alphabet books or books WhiChhaVe 01W j ects

pictured with their corresponding labels; such labels contain nootory l7ine at

all. However, the term storybook time is meant to include such readings and

emphasize the planned regularity of the even

The domains iteracy activity presented abe--e organiZe thelitdrey

events e observed according to salient featur the contextsthirshich

the evenUe were embedded. Our analytic_ system provides an acCtizete'de

tion of the functions of literate practice as they emerged out of the
'%

ties of the people we worked with in this study. This organixat

clearly indicates that certain types of literate practice,

ac t iv iy

ex=rentt

ch as those

embedded within peoples daily living routines, are virtually a necessity

life in a complex literate society. However, the construction ofthia atv_a

lytic system-is possible precisely because the 'Literate people Input sample

did not restrict their reading and writing activities to those which are

necessa

Insert Table 15 about here

managing- their lives in this society. Table-15 aumnizes the

density of literacy activity which occurred in the nine domains In the

interest of clarity and for ease of comparison we have unpa king dtve of cur

domains in this table. First, we have differentiated the enter hunt dc =main

according to- three ways print enters into thia activity. Second, ve 1ave

differentiated the literacy technique: and skills domain accoroltagto who ini=,

tinted the event. We w
v

f the domains.

epeat thip procedure in all future pTemtatitleweb-
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Table 15

Average DenaiXy of Literacy Events by Comex
Per Hour of Observation

Daily Living
Entertainment Source
Entertainment Instrumental
Entertainment Media
School Related
Religion
General Info.
Work

Literacy Technique.,
and Skills

Literate Initia
TC Initiated

Interpersonal Communication
Storybooks

Totals

Time Frequency

Average
Minutes Percntage

Average
Freq. Percentage

1.41 16.6 0.18 22.6
1.81 21.4 0.12 15.3
0.28 3.3 0.09 11.7
0.03 0.4 0.01 0.9
1.26 14.9 0.09 11.0
1.37 16.2 0.03 3.1
0.74 8.8 0.07 8.1
0.10 1.2 0.01 1.5

0.21 2.5 0.03 4.2
0.64 7.5 0.11 14.1

0.18 2.2 0.03 3.1
0.14 1.7 0.01 0.8

8.17 100.0 .78 100.0
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Considering both time and frequency the highest density of literacy

occurred within Daily Living, Entertainment (Source), School Related, General

Information and Literacy Techniques and Skills (TC Initiated) Domains (Percen-

tage Range 7.5% 22.6%). The lowest density for both time and frequency

occurred within Entertainment Media, Work Related), Literacy Techniques and

Skills (Literate Initiated) , Interpersonal CoMmunication, and Storybook

Domains (Percentage Range 0.4% to 4.2%) Entertainment (media) was more dense

in respect to Frequency (11.72) as compared to Time (3.3U and Religion was

more dense in respect to Time (16.2Z) as compared to Frequency (3.1%).

Insert Table 16 about here

Insert Table 17 about here

g242211tative Summary. Table 16 and Table 17 summarizes for each of the

households, the average frequency of events per hour of observation and the

average amount of time spent in activities involving reading and writing,

according to the domains of literacy activity. First, it should be noted that

all of the target children had an opportunity to observe literacy serving

variety of functions In the lives of the literate people in their environment

and that all but five of the target children initiated events which focused on

literacy techniques and skills. It should also be noted that there is consid-
,

erable variation by families within any particular domain and iftrable

family to family variation with respect to literacy activities across the

domains.
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regarding
the domains of literacy activity. To begin, the domain of Lily Living rou-

ctivities were comparatively frequently mediated by

literacy. Thin nding was a relatively consistent one across families. It

is also interesting to note that Daily Living routines tended to be a domain

of activity where few Literates -TO literacy interactions took place. Thus,

although a significant proportion of the adults' literacy was involved with

Daily Living activities, adults did not tend to involve their children on

these occasie-

tines was one

Another finding is related to the domain of Work: There- -was a general

paucity of literacy associated with activities in this domain. The parents

who ed were generally employed in unskilled or semiskilled jobs. We do

not know how much literacy was involved in their actual activities while at

work because we did not observe the parents in that setting; however, when

ider what their jobs were and what we have learned through interviews

ab ut the literacy connected with those jobs, we hypothesize that it was actu-

ally quite little. One thing that we can say for certain is that almost no

reading or waiting associated with work of parents' 'spilled over' into the

home environment.

One other significant domain where adults were involved in literacy was

Religion. However, eracy - related activities in this domain was by no means

latent across families. In fact, the time spent reading and iting

related to Religion was accounted for primarily by Natalie, Amin's and Maria's

parents, and then to a lesser extent Lori, Juan and David's parents. It

should also be noted that, with the exception of Denise and 0_ icrs families,
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the frequency of these events across the remaining families do not differ in

any substantial way. The events in this domain of activity were all associ-

ated with religious practices. Actually, they involved reading and interpret-

ing the Bible and, on occasion, writing- about the understandings and interpre-

tations developed.

Similarly, there was substantial variation among families with respect to

the extent to which-Entertainment and General Information activities were

mediated by print and which School-Related Literacy entered the home.

Alai', the number of Literacy Technique and Skills events varied greatly. Sto-

rybook time Ss_a domain of activity was found in three of the homes but not in

the others. Finally, there was for the most part little mediating of

Interpersonal communication activities with literacy. In only one

there considerable citing of letters or notes.

hem-

The quantitative results presented above examine the domains of literacy

activity as they occurred in each of the participating families. We will now

present a quantitative summary of the domains of literacy activity as they

resulted from variation on the two primary predictor variables. Table 16

above indicated that the domains of Daily Living Routines, Entertainment,

School Related, Religion, Literacy techniques and Skills and Storybook time

yielded some differences on the time and frequency measures as a function of

variation on the demographic factors. Statistical analysis of the data

presented in that table indicates members of Black families Spent more time in

Daily lix121 Literacy (Mean 2.03) than did Chicanos (Mean .52), Angles

wereindistinguishable from either group in this regard (p .0171, scheffe

.05). No significant diff mmoeg these three groups were found with
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respect to the frequency of Daily Living literacy events. Blacks also more

frequently engaged in religious Literacy events (Mean = .02) than did Anglos,

who engaged in none (Mean = 0). Chicanos were indistinguished from ither

group in this egard (p = .0352, Scheffe = .05). However, because of high

variability within the Black sample, there was, tendency for Blacks to

distinguish themselves from 1 s in terms of time spent in religious

literacy (Means = 2.68 and, .1932, Duncan = .10). There was also a ten-

dency for'Anglos fo more frequently engage in Literacy Techniques and Skills

Events (Mean .06) than did Blacks (Mean = .01). Chicanos were indistin

guishable from either group in this regard ( p = .0701, Duncan = .05).

h respect to sex, families with female TCs spent more time using print

as the source of enterta = 2.59) than did families with male TCs

(Mean = .73) (p = .0513). Families with female TCs also evidenced a tendency

more frequently engage in literacy as a source of entertainment (Mean

.16) than did families with male TCs (Mean = .07) (p = .0859). Finally, 1ami-

lies with female TCs also tended to spend more time in literacy (Mean . 1.80)

than did families with male TCs (Mean = .52) (p .0789) and more frequently

engaged in storybook time activity (Means = .01 and 0 respectively, p =

.0732).
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This study addressed the following question: What are the sources of

those life experiences that lead to the development of literacy? We addressed

this problem becacse of a concert we share with many fellow citizens and scho-

lars. We are concerned about the fact that the school achievement of

America's poor, in particular those among the poor usually referred to as

"ethnic minorities" fella short of that of Americas

also share a belief in the relevance of literacy to

"mainstream" students.

excep-schooling; only in

tional cir =stances are the two separable for all practical purposes ( SC

Scribner and Cole, 1981). However, based on the findings of this study we

not share key assumpti hat seem to characterize a great deal-of the

literature on the sources of what are considered high levels of

literacy/schooling achievement in children: (1) the assumption that books pro-

vide the only valuable source of literacy experience for preschoolers, and (2)

the assumption that ethnic/cul

ment and practice.

factors mitigate against literacy develop-

) The Equation of literacy with Books

Clearly, few would -argue with the assertion that the United Sutra is a

literate society. Writing and its associated technologies are central to the

genie _ion of industry, government, science and education. "Get it in writ-

ing" is'not merely a saying; it is the accepted legal practice. Literacy

also extensively used by businesses in their dealings with the public.

Advertising, product labels, billing systems, directions, receiving and giving
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out the family income all make extensive use of written language. In the

United States, literacy is an integral part of food gathering, the acquisition

and maintenance of shelter and clothing, transportation, entertainment and

other recreational activities. Literacy seems to be involved in many of the

essential domains of human activity as they are organized in the society.

Despite the obvious importance of literacy to everyday functioning in

many different contexts, it has appeared plausible for social scien

concentrate their attention on only a few of these, especially cases where

parents engage their children in reading in a deliberate and planned manner.

Book reading story book time and other experiences related to books (Wells,

1981; Scollon & Scollon, 1979; Varenne et al., 1981) are not the only sources

terate experience although these are the ones typically focused on when

considering the child's preparation for school. In summarizing this body of

research, Heath (1980b15) infer that children with book reading experi-

ence at home arrive at school already socialized into the school preferred

approach to teaching literacy. With such socialization the school can best

capitalize on what the child has already learcied about print and its functions

and meaning through early exposure to books. Thus, predominant source of

poor Echool performance of lower class children is considered to be a lack of

experience with books.

However, as the results of this study show

and other experiences related to books are not the Aly sources of -.iterate

book reading, story book time

experience even ,among the urban poor of the U.S. in fact* it represents a

minority of heterogeneous activities involving print. The low-incom_ children

who participated in this Study find considerable experience with print that did
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not include books.

ything we know as social scientists suggests a very simple truth:

the literate practice observed within a group can best be accounted for by

exeming the ex _rictions on the uses of literacy within a community.

In West Africa, Scribner and Cole (1981) show this to be true of the Vai: the

extent and structure of literate skills practiced by the Vai matched the range

of contexts and functions encountered in their daily LIves. Vai literacy is

restricted because many hese contexts Where literacy would be functional

are under the control o f government agencies, schools, modern economic insti-

tutions, etc. In so American communities are also defined by the con-

straints which shape them, we need to know the contexts in which literacy is
I

practiced and the links between local contexts, in order to say much about

literacy development. In fact, the whole notion of levels of development is

seen as contingent; contingent in this case on the overwhelming power of the

school for determining entry into a wide variety of important contexts.

sequently, we sought not only a principled, replicable, description of dif-

rept learning contexts, but some notion of the frequency of different kinds

event, as a basis for characterizing the patterns that make up different

fundamental "kinds" of literate activity in homes where young children are

being raised.

As Table 16 in the previous chapter indicates t'-!e average preschool child

who participated in our study either observed or participated directly

minutes of literacy during every hour of observation. Also, nearly once verSr-

hour a literacy event- occurred which our preschool children either observed

and/or participated in. If we take into accosunt that the average low-income

91
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child who participated in our study is awake 10 hours per day, me can then

estimate, if our sample is representative, that this child is going to either

nserve or participate in nearly 8 literacy events or about 81 minutes of

activity involving print, -irtually_every day of his/her life. However, these

events are not organized one after another nor is all the reading/writingTime

condensed into one period. Rather the frequency and time of events distri-

buted across the nine domains.

Table 16 also reveals that the domains of activity where print most fre-

quenay becomes involved are: Daily Living, Literacy Techniques and Skills,

Entertainment (where print is both the source and instrumental :o the enter-

tainment activity) and School Related activities respectively. Regarding the

amount of time spent in literacy events, the highest percentage is committed

Entertainment (where print is the source of the activity followed by Daily

Living, Religion and School Related activities.

In addition to our data also know from the work of Heath (1980a&b)

that even among working class people, there are many ways, in addition

reading books, that adults arrange for their children to come into contact

with pint, shaping their notions f what it is all about. With"respect to

deliberately constructed contexts in which parents-teach their children about

print, her reports are quite detailed and suggestive. -She notes different

orientations d th0 kind of reading that one will need to do in school

that split along both class and ethnic lines, arriving at ee different con-

figurations of home literate activity with three resulting patterns of
V

school-home correspondence. .
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Rased on such evidence, and the data summarized in this report we may

conclude that literacy is not absent in low =income homes. Literacy is a pkill

which encompasses a wide range of everyday practices. These practices are

important aspects of the knowledge people acquire about literacy.

(2) Ethnic E. Cultural Aspects of Literacy Development

As an ethnically and socially diverse group of social scientists, our

research group4 was also very concerned with seeking to clarify the basis upon

which such phrases as "ethnic group differences in 11 era y," "literate

practices associated with poor people" are used. In our opinion, far too much

emphasis has been given to the "cultural" impediments to literacy, making it

difficult to see the ways in which social and institutional forces operating

on groups of people structure their exposure to, and uses

Hence,

print.

ur analysis were especially concerned to link ctices in

the home social ces from which they sprang. In effect, we asked,

"when we see a literate practice in

see cultural forces at work, we see resources for coping with print, as part

the home, where did it cbme from ? "' When we

the ix.

Ethnic Group and Cultural Con_ asts

4. Anderson, A.' B.; Stokes, S. J.; Teal W.t Martinez, J.; Bennett, R.;
Vaughn, B. E.; Forrest, L., Estrada, E., Laboratory of Comparative Human Cog-
nition, UCSD.
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compared the experiences that families in our population had with

the d ains comprising our analytic framework, we found; 1)

all families came into contact

-ability diatributed across all

frequency and duration

with print, and 2) there was r,nsiderable vari-

familia in all ethnic_ groups.. In turn, the

of particular experiences that a preschool child has

with print are,apparently determined in large part by the interactions -that

their parents and oth

izations

r literate people in their

and institutions that exist outside the

not seem to be determined by the cultural sr

nic group.

home have with various gan-

home. These experiences do

ngements particular each eth-

Results reported in the previous Chapter indicate that the patterns

activity by ethnic group differ across the nine domains. However, the differ-

ences are statistically significant in only four of the domains of activity;

the duration of Daily Living events and Entertainment events (where print is-

instrumental) , the frequency of Religious events and t)e frequency of Literacy

Techniques and Skills events. Below we present examples of the\-events we

observed in each of these four domains. While the examples do not necessarily

represent the range of +events in that domain, we intend for them to provide an

indication of the source of the statistical differences.

Living. Many of the events we observed in the domain of Daily

ing involved consumer goods strongly derived

between group differ

from the trade economy. No

e were obtained with rppect to

of Daily Living encounters. However,

time (p e .02) involved in these kinds

Table 19). While the sources of these
I-

Black familia

of events than

differences

the overallufrequency

pent significantly more

the other groups (see

_11 merit further inv
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owing examples of lengthy events suggests how they may

event describes the actions of-an Anglo mother and the

second event describes the actions of Black father.

Field Notes
April 14, 1980
Daily Living
Literate Alone (8 m

Field Notes
December 3, 1980
Literate Alone

(30 min.)

1:05 Mother comes into the living room
is. She is reading a letter from one of the companies
she has an account with (5 min.) .

1:13 Mother gets out an old Pampers box
which-is stuffed full of bills and receipts.
She searches through this material and finally pulls
out one thing. Then mother writes a note and
addresses an envelope (3 min.).

Mother is preparing to k- to.the market, TC
in the TV room with all of the kids. Father is
in the kitchen paying bills. He is using a
tablet where he writes the payee, aunt paid
and date paid. His procedure is as follows; opens
the bill and reads it, writes a check (properly
recording it.) Enters the transaction on his tablet,
Writes paid on the-customers copy of the bill, files
that in a shoe box with what appears to be other
records of payment receipts, stuffs the envelope then
repeats the procedure with next bill. Throughout the
event TC is in and out of the kitchen, sometimes
pausing to 'vetch what F is doing, and chat with him.
The event, ends' when father pays the last bill.'

respects, except time, the wo events are remarkably similar-

social label we can assign to the actions that take place in these events is

"paying bills." The material involved in both events are records of economic.

transactions and both people even have these records stored i a handy box.

The partic __ procedure for, paying hills" alai* appears tol/be generally the

same; (1) read the bill, (2) write a response (a note or &check), ) make a
4

record (which appears to be 'optional) and (4) address an envelope. 7n the

rd for byease these two events the difference'in their durati

the difference in the number of bills being paid.

is a
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Religion. While ious literacy will be discussed in more detail in

the next section of this paper, we will indicate here that Black families more

(p

.0352). Chicanos were indistinguishable from either group in this regard (See

.Table 19)., The same pattern of results was found in respect to time, although

frequently engaged in religious literacy activities than the other groups

Black family e highly variable in this regard 1p e .1932).

,Entertainment. Many of the businesses in the United States design and

ditribute_ print material which become a part of leisure time activities. The

proliferation of print materials for entertainment no doubt contributed to our

'finding that entertainment represent the most frequent use (27%) of literacy

in the low-ificame homes we visited during the past two- years. Across all

three groups we found no difference in the frequency with which print was -used

in an instrumental way for entertainment. But Anglos spend more timeengaged

in activities where print m ial enters in away that is instrumental to the

ntertainment activity (p e .10)., The sequenced presented below provide us

with one example of how Anglos spend more time in these kinds of events along

with some other interesting information which we will discuss after the events

have been presented. The first. two events' were recorded in a Black family and

the last event was recorded in a White family.

Field Notes
August 28, 1980
Literate Alone (2 min.)
Entertainment (I)

The insurance men have just left and mother
and father aredisctissing what the insurance men
had to say. TO is oU the floor with a toy (but she
seems to be paying more attention to the toner-
cation of her parents) When mother and father finish
reviewing the visit from the insurance man, father
picks up the TV guide to serect a program. Father
reads through the guide for a few minutes, puts it
down and tunes in a boxing match on ESPN.
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Field No_ _

August 28, 1980
-TC Alone (5 min.)
Reading (TV Guide)

Field Notes
April 1, 1980
Lit. /TC Interactive
Entertainment (I)

(13 min.)

NIE 79-0135
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'Father has just finished reading the TV guide and
is now watching a boxingmatch. Midler is reading
the classified ads when TC goes over and picks up
the TV guide that father just put down. TC begins
paging through the TV guide pausing and focusing her
gaze on pages that have pictures. The event ends
when TC apparently-tires of the activity, puts the
guide down and begins wandering around the room
apparently looking for something else to do,

4:30 When M puts K to bed. TC sits on couch, still
watching TV.
4:32 TC puts head on pillow, continuing to watch
TV. M comes back to couch. TC says he doesn't like
the show he is watching (Sigmund and the Sea Monsters).
M goes to TV to get TV Guide She looks through.

N: Gill gan's Island is on.-
TC: What else is On?

Tom and Jerry.
TC: I'll watch Tom and Is

Superman on, too?
N: Ph-huh (yes).
TC: What else after Superman?
M: Starsky.

TC: What's after Starsky?
N: Happy Days.
TC: What else after Happy Days?
N: PM Magazine.
TC: What else?
M: What's after what? PM Magazine?

TC: Ph-huh (yes).
M: (Pointing to book) Two holiday specials.

4:36 TC takes'TV Guide from M Flips through and
looks at for approximately 1 minute. During this
time M's brother-in-law (20's --J) comes in. N and
talk a bit.

TC: Mom, when is that going, to be on?
(Pointing to a picture/ad in Guide)

M: (Did not catch response she made)

TC resumes looking through Guide.

4:41 TC: Mom, when's this one going to be on?
(pointing to another picture /ad)
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(5 Sec.

M: (Looking Guide) Sunday.

as TC looks at Guide.

Look what I'm gonna watch though.
(Pointing ;to another),

M is at this point talking to J; gives no,
response to TC.

4:43 TC drops Guide on floor, lies balk on couch and
watches TV.

Besides the fact that the literacy event lasted for 13 minutes in the

Anglo family and that the two events in the Black family lasted for a total of

f7 minutes, these events also represent occasions when parents have differently

organized literacy experiences for their children. In each case we see the

same type of print material being used .by a literate adult and a preschool

child. In each family the print material is what connects the actions of the

individuals. The actions of the adults are in some ways quite similar, yet

they are different in important ways. Both parents read th listing of pro-

grams but one does At interactively with her child and the other parent

doesn't. This difference in the actions of the adea t are-related to the

differences in the actions of the two children., Yet when the children are

alone with the TV guides they seem, at least on the surface; toy be doing simiF

lar things with it.

iteracy Techniques and Skills. The observed in the domain of

Literacy Techniques and Skills focused on the production or eomprehensiOn of

print symbols. Many of these events also provided the preschool child with

value statements regarding literacy, _.g.,,"it is better to Write than color.

While all of the events in thisdomain could be characterized. as a literacy

lesson, only a portion of them used thla familiar initiation-reply-evaluation

98
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indingsregarding the frequency of these kinds

of events genera lyreplicate those reported by Reath (1980b). It is the case

that Anglo parents more frequently (p .07) initiate activities which specif-

ically communicate about the value of literacy or its techriiques and skills.

It'is also interesting to note thal:, as Heath (1980a) found in.Tracton,,

literate adults in Black families 0A9 wally wait for the preschool child -to ini-

tiate this kind of interaction rather than initiating it themselves (see Table

19). However, our data sugge

this domain, they tend to la__

that When preschoolers did initiate events in

onger in Black families than when they occur

in Anglo fimilies. The first event occurred-in an Anglo family while the

second event occurred in a Black f

Field Notes
January 8, 1981
,LitilIC Interactive

(3 min.)
Lit. Technical Skills

Field Notes
November 7, 1980
Lit/TC Interactive

(8 min.)
Lit. Techniques & Skills

oily.

TC has been
make G.

ng alphabet. TC asks H about

You remember. Like that (Makes a
G for him).

Then TC singe the alphabet song 2 or 3 times. Each
time he stops at P. Finally H sings (when TC gets to
P) Q...

TC: Row do you ma
24: 0 with a line.

TC makes R, S. Then for T to the end TC asks M,to
write them for him on another page. She does. All
of the E's are non verbal. TO pauses after producing
each:letter for some type of confirmation of correct-
ness before producing next letter.

Mother is watching Soap Operas. Delores is on the
floor playing with her "pop-up" game (Perfection)
when she notices a pencil and paper Kathy had
placed under the Sofa. D crawls over and pulls
them out, then she begins to scribble.. After
about 2 minutes of this:

90
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Ma, I can 'write my name.
Shh
Continues to scribble alone.
(1 sin. pass and a commercial doses on)
What did you say Delores?

TC: Nothing
M: You just said something about your name.
TC: Will you write my name?
M: .No, but help you. Bring me the paper.
TC: (Brings tie paper and pencil to mom)

who sits D in her lap)
(Mom's comment: Now you hold the pencil
like you gon write.)
(When D does this mom wraps her hand around D's)
(Mom holds and guides her hand as they
print DELORES. As they print each letter m
pronounces it first and then D pronounces
them)

TC: That's my name., That says Dolores.
M: You got it kid.

(Very proud of what they had just done
and studying the. word) And that's
uh "0" (poirrti at the 0 in her.name),
right ma?
Yea, now you go and write some more by
yourself.

TC looks at her nime.for a few more seconds and then
goes back to playing her "popup" game.

A final point should be made regarding the overall differences in p-

terns of literacy activity between the three ethnic groupt which-participated

in this study. Overall, members of Anglo families involve print in their

activities more frequently than the members of Black or Mexican-American fa-mi-
t--

lies. However, Anglo families do not spend more timeinvoived with print.

Thus preschool Children in Anglo faMiliescan be expieted to either observe or

participate in a comparatively larger number of literacy events than do their

Black or Mexican-American peers. However, these events can be expected to be

of comparatively shorter duration than those which occur in Bleak or Mexican-

Americen,families. By contrast, preschool children in Black And Mexican-

American homes_ can be espectedto observe or participate in comparatively
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fewer literacy events than their Anglo peers, but for Black children these

to can be expicted tlasefor comparatively longer periods of time than

do in Anglo families.

Rethinking the Notion of Culture. and 'Atonic

__d this tudy with the que- re the sources of those

fe riences that lead to the development of literacy particularly among

,ethnic minorities and the poor? We were aware of the. large body of social

acienceresearch which suggests that the culture of America's poor and "ethnic

'minorities" accounts for their failure to develop sufficient skills in reading

and writing to do well in school (Sie, Downing A Tackr 1915; Cullinan,

1974; Simone, 1974 for r Jews). Thus from the beginning me thought we would

find that culture exerts pirticular influence on the,child's development of

literacy and that this would likely be-the case even within our lower-class

sample.

With these understandings in mind, we were careful to select our research

sample in a way that would allow us _igate this possibility. At the

outset we reasoned - -as many social scientists before usthat any variability

in literacy activity resulting from ethnic group Membership may-reflect cul-

/

total differences in literate practice. However, when comparing the patterns

of literacy practice presented by the three ethnic groups in our sample, we

found it difficult to conclude that ethnicity was a uaiforsly signIficant

,source of differences.
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Social Ins 13 ion]. influences on Literacy

You will 'doll that th

ing our descriptiVe ach

791 3S
2

of the content whic=h we used in build-

domains of literacy activity were; (1) the

source and type of material involved in the literacy event; and (2) the per.

ticular sequences of action that were clustered around the particular function

of the material. Using these criteria to define the relevant feature -f the
contexts where literacy occurs suggests that literacy is anal influenced !a

social stittitiOnOt not cultural memberatip.

fact, the closest we come to a source of cultural influence on

literate practice concerned religion. Even there, the organization of reli-

gious practice consistent with traditional accounts of an "oral tradi-

tion." The Black and ?lexica- AmericA fa4ilies in our study who practiced

religion were not engaged in "oral tradition." Quite the contrary, the

churches our families attended encouraged and even required an active and

assertive approach to print.

A dose examination of Table 17 and 18 that in the families of four of

our children the - literacy carried out in association with religious practic

is the most frequent and time conauming uses of .reading and writing these

children observe. A statement from Natalie's mother, Pauline, prOvides

insight into this association between literacy and religion for those fowl-

lies.
"Reading the Bible builds up 'your faith, the more knowledge you take
in the more fifth you have, it helps you build a better XelatIonship
with God... Besides, scripture says that from.babes you should\
inculcate them with the Word."

10
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Pauline's rel -ious beliefs require her to learn and live "the Word of

Cod." She explained that the only way to understand God's will is through

consistent study and application in daily life of "His Wbrd." His Word was

for her learned both in the church setting and at home. Study of Bib Word at,,

be involved reading and analyzing the Bible and making-use of Bible study

aid books. - For Pauline "the Word" was her religion, and learning how to be a

better analyzer of text was synonymous with advancing in her faith. In fact,

most parents in these families were fundamentalist and in their church the

congregation is responsible, under the leadership of the minister, for read-

Jug, analyzing and applying "the Word of Cod." we can see that as a

result f the way in which their religious activities are conducted, these

famil are often involved with literacy. The "Word" also instructs these

parents to get their children involved with the Word from the time that they

are infante. This religious imperative led many of our parents who p actice

religion to include the children in their semiweekly Bible study sessions

conducted at home or at the house of friends. Sometimes Bible_study groups

were specially organized for the children. On these occasions an adult would

lead a.group of children through a reading and discussion of Bible stories or

a review of the children's knowledge of the Bible. Also, one of our mothers

conducted regular bedtime Bible reading events for her children. In these

events the TC either "pretended" to read along with a literate person or said

the Lord's Prayer while pretending to read At from Bible.

Another factor which would seem be a possible source of cultural

influence is language or dialect. Some of our families,spohe Spanish, and

even more of our families frequen_ly spoke vanacular Black English. ,Yet these

factors seem to-exert relatively little Atifluenke on the petterne/of literacy

10;
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use that we observed during the study.

Anticipatory Preparation for School_
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A more prevalent influence on literacy seemed to be the parents anticipS-

n of their preschoolers going to school, the routine requirements of daily

life, or passing time in recreation. Perhaps the most dramatic example of

social influences comes from our one non- literate mother exhibited a

ong orientation toward literacy. Despite what would seem to be extreme

impediments to literate practice, this parent organizes an incredible amount

of literacy for her children. Cultural factors in this instance provide a

different set of resources (i.e. Spanish language referents and style of

interaction, egg., Heath, 1980) but they do not appear, in themselves, to be

impediments to literacy. The mother pushed the TC in rather creative ways to

attain literacy and was improving her own skills as well. She was very much

aware of the importance of literacy and of the constraints her limited

literacy skills placed on her. She clearly did not want her children to be

illiterate.

In her own efforts to improve hers literacy skills, the church became a

primary broker for literacy practice, , an though the context of this practice

was not religious. !reparation for school (and presumably subsequent suc

ces ) for the TC was the source for much'of her literacy interactions with

child. One would not expect a middle class variety of parent - directed

5. A sister from the mother's church visits the mother twice a week to teach
her how to write. On one-occasion the anther shows the observer her "assign -
went." The sister ("tutor") had written the alphsbet, identified consonants
and vowels and made some words by combination. the mother's homework assign-
msnt was to write a word for each letter of the alphabqt.

1O4
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storybook time in this family because the mother could not read veil enough.

However, several interactions aronmd,bi- (e.g., wild life encyclopedia,

etc.) occurred in which the adult made ries' attempted to sound out

words and named pictures. even during Play activities in the park the mother

empted to incorporate literacy by apelling out new words she had learned

with sticks! The mother's own sra--tice with literacy in effect was serving to.

get two jobs done at the same time improvement of her own literacy skills and

the teaching of these skills (and /of the importance of the skills) to her

child.

The following is an

which TC observes.

Field Notes
February 6, 1981
Literates Interactive ,

Lit. done (35 min.)
School Related

of

I

the mother's homework writing assignment

d Roberto are coloring in the living room.
T lands is napping in the bedroom. M walks over

he TV set (also in living room), picks up a sniril
_ _ebook. She takes out several sheets of paper

/with writing on them; she stands there, studying/
e the sheets.

f

The boys stop coloring and beg WtO play. H chats
with 0 about writing. Some of M's comments
(translated):

"They say the letters speak, but if you don't
know what they sound like, you don't hear
What they say."

"Perhaps I am too old to earn."

"If I could get game help -maybe one hour a
day, I think I could do it."

M demonstrates that she can read a little of a tell-
gioussamOhlet. She tells 0 that she can read a lot
of the words in the pamphlet, but when it comes to
writing, she Just can't.

M chats some more, thenshoWs Observer the words she
ease up with for her bo ewor, c assignment. Many
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errors were made. 1M had written DEO for DEDO; CSA
for CASA and BLCA,forrELANCA0 M exhibited reversals
d/b, etc. We attempts to do well and her comments,
made it impossible for,Observer to refrain from help-
ing her with her "homework." _O helped M form words
for apprOximately 30 min. TC was not present.

Here the mother engages in an interactive event with the TC ("reading" a

wildlife encyclopedia): ,

Field Notes
July 7, 1931
Literate = TC Inter

active (19 min.)
Entertainment (S)

TC ha been writing and coloring. Wsends him to
wash p. When TC re- eaters living room, N has the
Wildl fe-Encyclopedia and is looking at the first'.
two pages as if reading. TC'sits next to H.
He askf her what, the picture is. M looks at-cep
tion a d attempts to sound out a word. M makes an
attempt then gWei the book to TC, telling himto ask
O what _t says. (What M had been attempting to. sound
out was the photographer's name4) &reads Alligator,
then TC 'takes the book back to M. They:turn,the page
to the bear ;lager TC says 'Lobo.' M says 'no' but
does not correct TC.

,

TC tells M he wants to see a pit ure of fish, M and
TC disci:ss\nemes of animals they pass in the book and
what the animals eat. One pfge is the hippopotamus
page. TC asks what it is. M dons not know ip in
either Spanish or English,

.
,

I

7

M and TC finally come to the fi-h page. 'TC want-
know what theparticular fish i called. .jtattempts
to sound it out. She says some h ng to TC (not heard
by 0). TC asks M several Am q tions about the
fish in the piC.ture 'M makes up 4 story.

TC, tired, lies down, butcontinneh talking about the
animals pictured :N He gets up 2 minutes later and
looks at book wit,.6 M. The procedure continues with
bunnies, and birds, (what and why queitions), The
'make section islirat. After the snakes, TC requests
a particular page again.., Re leaves throOgh the book
to finCit for M; b ttannot. He closes the book,
turns it around, lo ksothro9gh it leafing from back'
to front. M doesn't like how he handles the book.
She takes-it 'from hi and turns the page. M and TC',
continue what and whrquestions for other animals
they see in 'the book_ or approximately 4 minutes. TC
lies down again. M t tinues to look through the

7
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book while T:drifts off to sleep.
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Miakes efforts to prepare TC for school even "though she has little

1-

ezpeiience with it'(i.e., school is organizing literacy activity through,he.

anticipation of it). M teaches TC whet she knows about writing asparents

she progresses in het own-skills she teaches TC more. 'Thus, the mother

presental material

in a manner that o

to read and write:

Field Notes
April 30, 1981
Literate TC
Interactive (40 min.)
Literacy Techniques

and Skills

Field, Notes
April 3, 1981
Interactive (20 min.)
Literacy Techniques

and Skills

outsideof the child's present understanding and skillp

her) is the natural developmental sequence for learning

4

TC has been writing,olf and on in the living.room.
He stops and helps thet,timer on the per-
fection game. ,M TC -that he should he writing,
not playing., Maita on the couch and sews. TC
tries to get Out of writing by complaining-of
being tired. M tells him that when he is itn school
the teacher will hit him if he doesn't write. TC
picks up his steno pad. .As he leafs through it he'
asks M questions about'sChool (Willj make littte
circles- at SchoOlr M does not,ansWer directly) M.
tells him that at school the teacher, unlike 0 will.
beat him if heAoeSn't do. as he is told. TC attempts
to change the subject, talking about fishing. M
tells him that dhild 'ren who do .net do as they are
told in school cannot\go fishing. TC makes marks
a piece of wood, he picked up _to 1310y "fishing". M
tells him not to write\there, to W4te in his note-
book (cuardernoy. TC wears not to understand the
term. M tells him to write in his "libro".. TC picks
up his steno pad and writes-D. minute). :Re complains
of a headache. M gives him permission to lie'down,,
but tells him that children with headaches are not
allowed to go fishing.

TC and M had been telling 0,abont their
stay in Los Angeles. TC tells M that,he wants to
take'a nap. M tells him that he must write or
Observer will leave. TC agrees to write but wants
M to show him how. 1.1 tells him he knows how.
TC begins making circles on a page in one of his
imotebooka'. (1 minute)

10
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M apparently does not feel TC is writing just right.
She takes the pen and shows him (while he holds the
tablet) how the circles should be made (she goes left
to right, one line at a time, but does not verbalize
this) (30 secs.) Then TC "writes" following M's
example (4 min.) while M and 0 chat.

Four minutes later, M notices that TC is making, cir-
cles at the bottom of the page instead of the top.
She takes the paper and pen and shows him the top
left of the paper, telling him that one always begins
at the top and goes from top to bottom. As she
explains, she also shows that one goes left to right
as one travels down the page (though she does not
verbalize this).

TC makes more circles. Seven minutes later, TC wants
to stop. M tells him no. Observer tells them that
she must leave soon. TC continues writing at M's
insistence. Observver leaves.

Clearly the mother's work is not wasted. In the following event TC demon-

strates what he

Field Notes
April 30, 1981

NonLiterate
Interact (7 min.)

Literacy Techniques

has learned through teaching another child how to "write."

TC has been busy writing his circles. Upon observing
him, Liz (a 2 year old visitor) asks M for paper and
pen. She makes marks on paper (2 min.) . Then TC
tells M that Liz is not writing, she is ecribbliAK.
H tells him that Lit is still very young and cannot
do as well as he. IT attempts to show Liz-how to do
it. He tells her (trans.) "Not like that! That's
junk!" TC then shows Liz how to properly hold the
pen, then how to make a row of neat little circles (1
minute). Then both children "write" for 5 minutes).

Over the course of the study it became increasingly clear that many of

the businesses and

literacy practices

"official" and rou

institutions of society exert a strong influence on

of low-income people. Besides using print to carry out

ne activities of life, it -is also involved in the recrea-

tional activities (seen in the domain of Entertainment) -of the people who par-

ticipated, in the study. Many of the businesses in /United States stitiety_

108
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design and distribute print material for use during leisure time activities.

The proliferation of print for entertainment Includes such items as children's

and adult games, instructions and rules for playing gamea,;comic books, paper

back books, all varieties of TV listings, some TV game shows, the theater

guide, etc. In the United States the production of print for entertainment

purposes can indeed be a very profitable enterprise.

With such a wide availability of print for entertainment, ericans at

all income levels are provided the opportunity to interact with print on a

regular basis. In fact in the low income homes we visited during the past

years, entertainment represents the most frequent use of literacy. We have

observed both children and adults using print materials to entertain them-

selves both alone and AA interaction. Sometimes print was the source of

entertainment such as novels, scrabble games, word puzzles, comic books,

etc., and at other times it was used instrumentally such as the TV listings,

and finally sometimes it was a focal part of TV programs.
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Although our work shows the home environmet for literacy to be quite a

bit like that shown by other researchers, there are two particularly important

points to our research:

1) we focus on the importance of literacy events that do not
involve children's books;

2) we find that social institutions, rather than specific sub-
cultural practices, exert an organizing influence on the
literacy events in a family.

Despite the obvious importance of literacy to everyday functioning

many different cost_ s(cf. Laquer, 1976), it has appeared plausible for read-

ing environment researchers to concentrate mostly on cases Where parents

-engage their children in reading in a deliberate and planned manner. Book

reading, story book time and other experiences related to books are reported,

as in Wells, 1981; Scollon & Scollon, 1979; Varenne at al., 1981. Although

these events are the ones typically focused on when considering the child's

preparation for school, they are not the only ones that occur. Our data shows

that low-income children have considerable experience with print in addition

to whatever posure to books they experience.

In summary, we find that

1. Literacy is a major tool required for managing one's life in the
States.

2. The experiences a child has with print before entering school are
ized by and result from the activities, involving print, which the
child's parents and other literate family members carry out in the pres-
ence of the child. These seem directly linked to society. Therefore the
quality of a child's school performance with literacy is related to the
societal experiences of their pirents.

110
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Literacy is a tool used by a literate person according to the ecological
or circumstantial need for its application.

Literacy is a motivated practice (externally motivated) which exists
semi- independently of language development. Its development parallels
the need for it in a person's environment and it is-appropriated or
learned not simpl-, taught.

Children probably first see the instruments of literacy as discriminant
stimuli (objects) in the environment which arouse their curiosity and
their actions to master them. Children see literacy instruments being
used On the average of 80 min. per day, every day of their lives. Chil-
dren probably develop action schemes (or scripts) for these techniques
and skills as well as concepts of proper functional applications of
literacy, just as they do for other highly (regent activates in which
they are involved. (cf., Ferreira for a Piagetian view of this process
with respect to literacy and Nelson and French for a view of the process
in general.)

6. Ethnic differences seems to be only marginally implicated in the variety,
frequency and duration of print encounters.

7. Preschoolers seem tomodel their literacy environment and they involve
print in their play and interactions with others.

Little girls live in homes Where more literacy occurs and they interac-
tively participate in more literacy events.

9. Parents can more frequently and directly involve their preschoolers in
the use of literacy. That is, there are accessions of literacy from
which children are excluded, and literacy events are begun but stopped
before they are in some sense "finished".

10. Economic status may exert a stronger influence on literate practice than
ethnic culture.
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The results of this study are especially important given some recent

trends in thinking about the usefulness of literacy for low-income Americans.

There has been a narrow emphasis on one particular set of literacy activities

'i.e., storybook reading and homework. Then literacy is equated with books

only we find research reports that say lower-class families engage much less

frequently in these activities than do middle-class families. When we turn to

studies of other types of literacy events, the little evidence available in

the literature also leads to the conclusion that lower class families are not

literati Except when special constraints In effect (such as a civil s

vice examination) people with little or no literacy skills get by,- using their

general knowledge and social arrangements. Indeed, critics of recent literacy

research (Nunberg; 1981) raise an interesting question: If people don't use

literate skills outside narrow technological realms, why worry about making

people literate at all? Our data suggest that literacy is not tool used

only in narrow technological realms. Rather, literacy is a powerful tool for

engaging in many activities in many domains. This finding provides several

suggestions regarding some,ome interventions and future research.

Rome Trite entions.

With literacy being used as a tool for engaging in such a wide rang

activities in low-income hoses it seems that there is a great deal parents can

do to help their child develop in literate practice. However, informal

conversations with parents au Co us that two perdeptions serve as
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4CY tesChiclApOtential of the home.

These parental perceptions involve (1) the role of the school. armed (2) the role

f routine he activities in teaching children to reed 4 write.

Perception of school. Comments made during istfortal convermrsations

between parent and researcher as well as observations of what psearents say and

do with other children in the environment lead us to co lud et=Lat all of our

parents believe that "good" literacy skills are not only instrummmental to but

essential for achieving success in school. Moreover,these conuxersations and

the Activity we observed in the domain of Literacy 'Techniques sc=md skills

assures us that the parents who participated in the atudy want tmro help their

children do well in school. However, the first barrier to the dome becoming a

lore effective literacy teaching/learning environment dicat=ed in parents

counicatisng to us in various ways that they do not feel posseemss the necee.

sary competence to be effective teachers of literacy for their c=hildren..

These parents believe that school teachers are much more capableme of teaching

literacy because of their special training. Therefore, teacher sm3 and schools

are viewed as the experts and the only legitimate source of litemeracy training

for their children.

When we consider the operation of this perception it is not °4- surpri'si

observe that, when parents did consciously attempt tOhdp their= children

learn to read and -1e they organized literacy experiences for= their chil-

dren which seem to reflect the parents' perception of the way sim=mtio01 would

teach literacy. Clearly, this approach can only be a;g_ d as the parents'

perception of the relevant dimensions and details of the school!' methods.

Unfortunately, the parents' perception of the power of the schoc=l seems to

1 1
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have placed parents in the position of having to model the school in order

teach their children to read and write, and at the same time to minimize their

own ability.

In many cases these parental perceptions are mistaken. If we assume that

data from this study provides a true indication of what typically goes on in

the homes f low-income children, then the routine activities of parents and

other literate people in the child's environment can serve as viable contexts

for teaching children to read and write. In order for this to occur, parents

need to realize that they probably create potentially very effective literacy

environments for their children and that the definition of an effective

environment iF not necessarily one that is "school- like." Parents could pro-

fit from understanding the implications for teaching literacy of the Lange of

activities they normally carry out. Moreover, it'would be useful for parents

to understand the value of and the means by. which they can maximally exploit

the literacy teaching potential of those literacy practices they enact-on a

regular basis. This, of course, brings us to the second perceptual barrier to

the home becoming a more effective literacy teaching/learning environment.

Perception of routine home activities. When parents in bur sample go to

the market using a shopping list, cook from a recipe, read the Bible, or. -use--c
t.

the TV Guide, they do not seem to consciously conceptualize these' activities

as "going to the store," "cooking," "studying'the word" 'watching TV."

Parents seem to think about What they are doing in terms of the larger

activity, not in terms of the instrumental "steps" involving reading and/qr

writing that are embedded in the larger activity. TherefOte it is not

surprising that the parents in our sample don't seem to realize that portions

114
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these activities could be turned to their child-a benefit. Indeed, a com-

paratively large amount of time in the domains of DailyLivLimg, Religions and

Entertainment is spent doing literacy within the view ofthft child, yet there

is little effort n the part of the more literate person to Include the child

or create a teaching/learning context. Nor do more literate people say very

much which explicitly labels what they are doing as reading ar writing or ma

explicit the various social and cognitive functions of theltLterscy used in

the activity.

Claarly, what people do in the domains of Enter sat , Daily Living,

Literacy Techniques and Skills and School Related actiVitiee create the oppo

tunity for children to come to know a great deal about liter te practice.

Over all families, these four domains of activity account fez a total of 79.82

of the literacy events we observed. (It should be noteddisit print also fre-

quently mediates religious activities in homes where ati organized religion is

practiced.). Our data indicates that activities in thesedma.mins represent

occasions with high potential for children to learn abOutiiiterate practice.

Specifically, if literates would more frequently tnitiaite activities
the domains cif Literacy Techniques and Skills and more frequAmnatly involve

preschoolers in the domain of School Related activit=ies theses events could

provide the child with both interactive and supervised aperl_ences which fotns

on helping the child to develop the mechanical And technical skills in avail-

able through activities carried nut in other high frecriputy elamaitos. The

literacy events Which the child primarily observed in the domain of Daily Liv-
.

ing activities place heavy emphasis on using literacy tonne the daily

affairs of life. Those literacy eves which occur In iheEms.t4ertainm_
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domain emphasize the use of literacy for recreation. Also important is th

fact thea.
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y of the events in these four domains, as well as many of those

in the Religious domain of activity, contain a aud atlane that I
cognitive psychologist would describe as instantiations of p- roblem aoiviFng,

planning, decision making and memory operations.

111 e benefit for the preschool child of these dimensions

could accomplished by eliminating the perceptual barriers

home events

the parents.

The obj ective of home intern Lion should focus on Cl) akin parents aware of

the lit - erelci teaching potential of their daily activities (2 -increase parents

sense o z f competence regarding their ability to be effective `teachers of

literac-.-v for their children id (3) provide parents with ptoedural informs-

tion-ermad strategies which will allow them to ac ua e 1.teraejf
potent,1 of events embedded in their normal daily activities . For ematiple,

I

for yotrc=iger preschoolers, parents could consciously and vetba l,ly label the

literacy steps in their activities as reading and. writing es well as apecifi-

rally fir, the child the social and /or cognitive functions of the literacy.

For older preschoolers, parents could ,reorganize occa;tons sd=sen they are reed-

ins or s.a.rriting to include the child eo that these occasiona lt=secolne interactive

literacw teaching/learning situations which focus on technietames and Skill ,

social 'unctions or cognitive -functions involved in that part=icular use
reading and/or writing.

Tin results of this study suggest a d at approach 1=o home

tion. =Ivan that we see families engaging in a variety of ii_terate practices,

with comenections to social institutions, if we :011C11 ehildren is their

homes ing_a a manner that will facilitate the development f prantics
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would be well advised to focus on the social institutions which serve as the

origins of the literate practices they observe. With this Vocus we could

introduce interventions through the social institutions where print ori-

ginates. Thua we would concentrate on intervening through daily living,

entertainMent, school related and religious activities using the particular

organizations and institutions which are the source of these activities in the

he as the particular medium of intervention.

Continuing Research

Our continuing research has concentrated on developing a Literacy Event

Observation System, a LEOS that takes advantage of the home research reported

above and provides for a way to examine many aspects of the cross-situational

variety in the environment of reading. The LEOS is based on the following

notions:

1. The literacy event is an occasion that is well marked in time and is
easily observed, so it has a lot of potential for detailed study. Gen-
erally speaking, the literacy event has two kinds of attributes; (a) Glo-
bal features which include the dominant theme of activity. and other
aspects of the context,(b) specific features which include materials,
participants and actions /operations.

2. The Literacy Event Observational System reflects these features. It also
provides a general framework for locating the literacy event within a
socially constructed context and examining its links to the other ele-
ments represented in that context. In other words, LEOS allows one to
specify a wide range of contexts in which literacy is practiced, both
home and community contexts as well as school contexts, and the links
between these contexts.

3. The Literacy Event Observational §2112 focuses on two aspects of the
structure of the literacy event.- (a) LEOS focuses on the relationship
between events and the relationship between Waite-and context. (b),LEOS
focuses en the relationship between people within each literacy event
revealing the patterns of actions/operations Which occur between people
acrdss literacy events and over time.

1
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It appears that the LEOS will have in ing payoffs, allowing us to

arrive at some more subtle understandings of reading. For example, an appli-

cation of LEOS to the data reported above has detected that, within the home

settings of the present sample, it is most typical that a Ilf-eracy event is

neither preceded nor followed by another literacy event. However, there are

several occasions when one literacy event followed by a second literacy

event and then a third and so on. Moreover, there are several occasions whea

literacy Event A stimulates a parallel (in time) literacy Event B on succeed-

ing days. Further analysis will allow a specification of what the contextual

circumstances are that organize-these three types of relationships between

literacy events. If an advantage to sequencing structures in a particular way

or sequencing structures of a particular type shows up in studies of later

consequences, for the child, we will be able to consider whether we are in a

position to adjust the circumstances to achieve the advantage more frequently.

Hence, we will be able to complete our investigations with training studies to

establish a causal link in our chain of asoning (cf. Bradley and Bryant).

Future Research

We have achieved a certain level of coherence in our present study.

is, we have observed and destribed regularities and patte:_ ich exist in

our current data. However, we have not achieved a level of coherence that we

are satisfied vith'because we are lacking a comparison sample. it.we conclude

our work at this point we will have provided a description of coherent pat-

terns of literAte practice at the low-income level without providing what we

feel is'an adequate interpretation of these patterns. More information is

needed to elabOrate our approach through comparison with a middle-'class sample

1
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There are some very important issues which still require informed

responses. For example, is the average level of literate practice we observed

typical for the middle class? We know from a variety of sources that middle

class parents read books more, but is that practice alone the critical factor
*

which accounts for the performance differences that show-up in school between

low and middle income children: We .doubt.that. A more promising hypothesis

is that middle class parents carry out significantly more actions across the

nine domains of literacy activity. This increased frequency creates both an

increased opportunity for the child to observe a greater variety of literacy

events and an increased opportunity for parent/child interactions. We, would

also expect to see significantly more parent /child interactions t sing organ-

ized to actualize the literacy teaching potential of the home environment.

it does in fact turn out that middle-income children have a greater variety of

experiences with literacy (across the nine domains), then we need to devise a

means of testing the cognitive consequences of literate activity within each

domain of literate practice we have identified, to determine the overall

impact of home literacy practice.

We have noticed that children will interact with any print _t -i8 put

"in their way;" Therefc-e, we think there is a need to carry out research

designed to test the usefulness of introducing attractive literacy activities

as part of the packaging of products used in the home. We believe that such a

use of breakfast cereal containers, for example, could provide a subtle inte

vention which could possibly and significantly increase children's interactive

involvement with print in the course of their everyday lives.
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Our analysis suggests that may routine activities of parents involve

useful cognitive operations. Therefore, a program of applied research should

be implemented which is designed =o increase parent and child interactions

with print routinely Involved in t=lie adult's daily activity. This developmen-

tal program should focus providEr_ing parents with information and procedural

suggestions. Specifically, to edum.mate parents all the things they rou-

tinely do that involves literacy, -Ass well as the educational potential

those activities for their child. Simultaneously, some of the ways they can

integrate actions into these routivsme activities which will help their children

learn to recognize letters, learn -the memory function of print, etc., could be

demonstrated.
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CodinK Dimensions

Column 1

Location

This dimension identifies the location of the people at the time the

literacy event occurs. The specific locations and the appropriate code for

each are listed below.

Code

1 for family room - this is typically the place
where the television is located. It can be a room
designated as the "family room" by the family members
or what is normally referred to as the living room.

2 for kitchen/dining room., The place where meals are
prepared and/or eaten.

for rest of home. This would be any other location
in the home.

4 for church. This is self-explanatory.

5 for market. This is also self - explanatory-

6 for other. When a litera6y event occurs in any location
not mentioned above score it a 6. Examples would be, the
bus stop, the leundramat, a restaurant, etc.

Column. 2

Dominant Theme

The literacy event functions n

but as a

is of

assembled

as an isolated event of human activi Y9

connected unit embedded in a functional system of activity. Literati,

within particular contexts, i.e., within particular socially

Literacy contexts are partially constituted of actions
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that cluster around or can be described i

NIE-G-79-0135

definitional labels pro-

vided by society, shopping, getting welf.re, playing games, doing home-

work, etc. These various actions fit into networks of activity that can be

labeled according to the common function of the activities. It is therefore

possible to identify each literacy event according to the dominant theme of

the activity within which the event is embedde, The specific themes`and the

appropriate code for each are listed below.

Code

1 for Daily Living Routines. Code literacy events into this
domain that are embedded in activities which constitute the
recurrent practices of ordinary life for the family: obtaining
food, maintaining shelter, participating in the requirements of
social institutions, maintaining the social organization of the
family, etc. For example, literacy events which appear in such
daily living activities as shoppin washing clothes, paying
bills, getting welfare assistance, preparing foodgetting the
children dressed, etc.

for Entertainment. Code literacy events into this domain
that are embedded in activities which passed the participants)
time in-an enjoyable, constructive or interesting manner. The
coder should expect literacy to occur in a wide variety of activities
in thii domain. However, depending on the activity, literacy
itself may be (1.) the source of the entertainment (reading
a novel or doing a crossword puzzle), (2) instrumental
to engaging in the entertainment itself-(reading the TV
Guide to find outtwhat programs will be on, reading the
rules for parlor games), or (3) a facet of media entertainment
(reading which occurs in the course of a television program or
film).

3 for School Rela ed. Code literacy events into this domain
that are embedded in activities which are directly related to
the institution of the school. In most cases the particular
material serving as the focal point of the event will come
directly from the school. In other-cases the direct link to
the school will be provided by the participants in the events
labeling their ongoing activity as being school related.
For examples, dodi literacy events in this domain when
siblings are "playing school" or when parents are getting
their children "ready for schoor'ot when parents are helping
their children "do better in school." Parents or siblings
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will organize these types of events around workbooks purchased
at the supermarket or other literacy technology such as
tablets and cut-out pages of magazines.

4 for Religion. Code literacy events into this domain that
are embedded in activities which are directly related to
religious practices. A distinguishing feeture of literacy
events which occur in this domain is that they typically
involve more sophisticated literacy skills than do events
in most of the other domains. For example, it is not
uncommon for these events to require individual or group
text analysis skills as a part of Bible study sessions.

5 for General Information-. Code literacy events into this
domain that are embedded in activities which can be most
accurately labeled as accumulating general information.
The information being accumulated covers a wide range of
topics and may or may not be used at some future time.

6 for Work. Code literacy events into this domain that
are embedded in activities which are directly related
employment. In most cases the literacy events in this
domain are associated with producing a product, performing
labor or providing a service which is exchanged for
monetary resources. However, in sod- -aseS the literacy
event will be associated with either gaining or maintain-
ing the opportunity to earn money in this way. For example,
reading the want ads in the newspaper.

7 for Literacy Techniques and Skills. Code literacy events
into this domain Mere reading and/or writing is the
-specific focus ofthe ongoing activity. Thus, print Is
embedded in activitiea;specifically organized to teach/
learn literacy techniquee, skills or information. These
events are sometimes initiated by a literate person but
more frequently they are initiated by the target child.
In either case, however, at least one and sometimes both
participants in an event are required to shift abruptly
out of some unrelated ongoing activity in order to parti
pate.

8 for Interpersonal Communication. Code literacy events
into this domain that communicated with friends or relatives,
using print, usually in letter form.

9 for BtorY Book Time. Code literacy events into this domain
where a caregiver reads to a child or children in the family
as a part of the caregivers routine activity. Of course, not
all events in which a caregiver reads to a child involve
narratives (stories). Typically books involved in these events
are alphabet books or books which have objects pictured with
their corresponding labels; such materials contain no story

. .
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line as conventionally understood. Bowyer, the category
storybook time- includes such reading and emphasizes the_ _ includes_
planned regularity of the event.

C_lumn 3

Time of ay
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This dimension locates the literacy event within the three major time

periods of the day; morning, afternoon or evening. The specific time periods

and the appropriate code for each are listed below.

Code

1. *-8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

2. 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m.

3. 6:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight

Column

Who is in Room

This dimension identifies the people in room at the time the literacy

event occurs. It is important to note that for coding purposes that you

should only be concerned with those people Who could potentially participate

in the event with the target child or that the target child could observe. For

example, riding on a bus or attending church, all the people present are not

potential interactors You would confine your designation of "who is in the-

rooe'to those who are in the immediate vicinity of the child.
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Each person is identified according to their literate ability. Specifi-

cally as either, Cl) literate L), (2) pre- literate (Pt) or (3) the target

child him/herself. The term literate, as it is used in this coding scheme,

specifies a person's ability with print as fallow; "a person is literate who

can with understanding both read and write a short, simple statement on

his/her everyday life" (UNESCO, 1951). Everyone whose ability with print

either meats or exceeds this fundamental limit is to be considered literate.

All others are to be considered preliterate. The specific combinations of

people in the room at the time of the literacy

for each are listed below.

and appropriate code

Code

1 for target child alone

2 for target child and a preliterate person

3 for target child and two or more preliterate persons

4 for target child and a literate person

for target child and two or more literate persons

6 for target child and a preliterate person and a literate

7 for tart child and two or more reliterate persons and a
literate person

person

for target child and a preliterate person and two or
more literate persons

9 for target, child'and two or more irate persons and
two or more literate persons

Column 5
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This dimension identifies the ongoing activity immediately prior to the

literacy event. "Immediately prior activity" is differentiated into two broad

categories. Either that activity was a literacy event or it wasn't. That

activity is considered a literacy event if it conforms to the following def

ition. A literacy event is defined as lax action sequence, involving one or

more persons, in which a person produces, corn reheuds, or attempts to produce

or comprehend written language. All other human activity is considered, for

purposes of this coding system, non-literacy events. The specific categories

and the appropriate code for each is listed below.

Code

1 for literacy event

2 for ton-literacy event

Column 6

Initiating Action(s)

This dimension identifies the action or actions which introduce print

into the activity. These actions fall into one of two general categories

defined as either facilitation or control. Generally speaking, facilitation

focuses upon making it easier for a person to participate in print mediated

activity. Specifically, one person will supply material, structure the task

or provide technical assistancei etc..fovhim/herself or another person.

the other hand, and le lly speaking, controlfocuees upon the exercise of

restraining, directing guiding influence over elements in one's environ-

ment. Literacy events typpically have their origin in one or the other of chaise
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actions. However, it is necessary to note that, regarding literacy, facilita-

tion and control are not necessarily negative actions. Rather they indicate

the successful and near successful attempts of people to effectively interact

with aspects of their entire material and hun<an environment
- /samples drawn

from field notes will serve to illustrate these two categories of action.

Panel A presents examples of facilitation and Panel B, examples of control.

It should be noted that Example B-1 presents an instance of both.

Panel A

(1)

5:25 The TV show mother and TC have been
watching is just about to go off when !Mother
decides that now might be a good time to
"have school." M sets up the Magic Erasable
Writing Board (plastic card board approximately
12 x 18, with faint green lines printed across
it) which H had bought-for TC.

TC begins trying to write a Z, gets frustrated.
M writes Z, says:

re's a Z

TC:

TC makes A.

N: That's a nice A. You could
make them smaller so they fit_
In the lines.

(2)

N, F and TC hive just arrived back from F's
father's. They carry in some things and get
settled.' Fiats in axhair in the living room
and immediately begins reading directions for
playing backgammon. (M in kitchen getting
lunch ready) TC in living, room playing with toys.

(3)

1 'In
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TC has been picking things up in preparation for
watching Sesame Street. She finishes ahead of
time and begins to color. She opens her color
book upside down. She recognizes one picture
(book still upside down), says "ice cream man ".
Mike (12 yr. old) asks TC what S-O-D-A spells
(also printed in picture.) TC says she doesn't
know. Mike gives her a clue--its something you
drink". TC is not Interested. She asks\for
marking pens so that she may color the picture.

1:36 S:

Panel B

(1)

Help me with my spelling words

M: Let me see them.

S: (Hands a spelling list to H)

(Examines the list of spelling words)
Okay, we'e going to do these like we
always do. You write each word five
times and when you finish I'll give
you a little test.

(2)

M is in living room watching TV. TC is playing
with toys on floor. M looks at TV Guide, then
changes channel to Dionne Werwicle special.

(3)

Family has been hanging around. TC shows 0 one of
sister's (Becky 7 years old) school papers, says
"look, 0, Becky's.

M (to TC): Do you know what let*:er that

Letter

P

P

M: Yeah, that's right...letter P. You know
what starts with letter F- pain in the
.butt-pug ace.,

1
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TC: Yeah, lett

Brother re-mt

(4)

distracted,

Mother is watching soap operas. TC is on the floor
playing with her "pop-up" game (Perfection) when
she notices ripencil and paper Xathy had placed un_
the sofa. i crawls over and pulls them out, then she
begins to scribble. After about 2 minutes of this:

I cant write my nwe.

TC:= (Continues to scribble alone)

M: min. pass and a commercial comes on)
What did you say Delores?

TC: Nothing

M: You just said something about your name.

TC: Will you write my n

M: 4o, but I'll help you. Bring me the
paper.

actions are composed of a sequence of literate operations. Some

of these operations are competently handled by TC, other steps in the sequence

are beyond the child's ability to perform. Very often, as Example B-4 illus

tratee, children are successful in-recruiting a more literate person into the

activity to perform needed operation. These occasions represent instances

of young children controlling aspectO of their environment. The specific
r

categories and the appropriate code for each one is listed below.

Code

1 for Literate Facilitates

2 for Literate Controls
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3Jor TC Facilitates

4 for TC Controls

5 for Preliterate Facilitates

6 for Preliterate Controls

Column 7

Recorded Activity

This dimension identifies the foca
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that is the event described

in the field notes as fitting into one of two broad categories. The recorded

event is either a literacy event or it isn't. The definition of a literacy

event conforms with that used in corn five (5). The specific category and

the appropriate code for each category is listed below.

Code

1 for literacy event

2 ftir non-literacy event

Columns 8-9

Who is Involved in the Literacy Event

dimension identifies the people who participate in the recorded

literacy event. Each person is identified according to their ability with

print. Specifically they are identified as either; literate, (2) preli-

terate or (3) the target child him/herself. The definitions used for .this

dimension conform to those used in column four (4). The specific comination

of people Involved in the recorded literacy gent and the appropriate code for

0

133
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each is listed below.

Code

1 for literate alone

2 for target child alone

3 for prellterate alone.

4 fer two literates interacting

5 for a literate person and the target child interacting

6 for a literate person and a preliterate person interac

7 for the target child and two or more literate persons
interacting

8 for the target child and a preliterate person interacting

9 for the target child and two or more preliterate persons
interacting

1_0 for the target child and a literate person and a
preliterate personinteracting

11 for an combination of people_ interacting without the
target child participating in the interaction.

-Column 10-11

Materials

This dimension identifies the materials interacted with during the

literacy event. Each category should be self explanatory. The specific

categories and the appropriate code for each one is presented below.

Code

1 for book o

2 for periodical

for material (e.g., letters,

134
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pamphlets, recipes,

4 for any type of label

5 for any type of edncatipnal material

(Ifor any type of mr.Serial related to theinstitution
of the school (e.g., application forms or notes and
announcements sent home from the school) \

7 for games and toys

8 for paper and En or pencil

9 for paper and crayons

10 for any type of bureaucratic form
welfare forms, etc.)

Column 12 -18

Actions of Each Participant

job application,

This dimension identifies the particular literacy operations and actions

as well as the non-literacy actions, where appropriate, performed by each °par-

ticipant in the litera event. We are particularly interested in the confi-

guration of participants which involved Ecliterate,persen and the target child

in interaction. This participant structure provides the oppor unity to exam-

ins events. In general, thelge interactions should be coded from

the point of view of the literate person or teacher.

We define teaching, as interactions which are --ganized specifically to

coMmunicate some type of inf§riation (e.g., techniques, skills, values, etc.)

about literate practice. Often a particular discourse .structure is employed
.

to accomplish the "teaching." The tion-reply-- situation" (IRE)

sequences is widely considered the Critical component of the teaching event.

person initiates the interaction by asking a qdestioncally, the literat
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(to which they know the answer), the child replies, and this reply is in turn

evaluated by the literate person. A few examples from field notes will serve

to illustrate TRE 1-

Literacy Event A

Larry was in his room playing alone when his
mother brings the target child a poster for
them to put up.

Mother: "Where do you want it?"
(As she unrolls the poster.

TC: "Right there."

Mother: "What does it say? " (As mother
finishes pinning poster to
wall)

TC: "Kermit the frog."

Mother: "No there's no (meaning
"no word") frog up there.
Where's the 'F'?"

TC: "I don't kno-

Mother: "It lust says Other runs
finger under prat on poster)
Kermit."

TC: "Yea."

Literacy Event B

Dad is babysitting with D and has lust finisL
reading the "Three Bears" to D (non-
interactively). When they are-finished Dad
selects an ABC book from a stack of two sitting_
on the sofa to their left. He opened the book
and the.folloulng occurred: (excerpted from a
longer interaction)

D: Now what lett
(points to A)

De: It's a secret

h

136
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D: Well, you can tell me

Al.A1, A

D: A11111, Riiiight! Now,
you remember that.

De: O.K. Daddy

D: O.K. We'll do some more
later.

Dad closes the book and turns on the TV. D
continues looking at book for about 3 minutes.
Then she gets on the floor with her perfection
game and begins playing with it.

In contrast to IRE lessons, non IRE lessons center more around the fun_-

tional use of print than the techniques and.skills involved in the production

f print (e.g., print can be used to label things or to aid in finding things,

etc.) Non IRE lessons may also present the child value statements regarding

literacy (e.g., "writing is better than playing ") or alert the child to the

fact that literacy is an operation that is distinguishable from other opera-

tions that.can be performed with the same utensils (e.g., "I want you to write

not dra

IRE lessons.

ain, an example from field notes will serve to illustrate non

TC and M interactively draw pictures. TC
requests that M make a boy. M draws one body
part at a time, announcing which it is and when
finished with drawing says:

M: Now we'll write ha.
(and prints BOY over top of
drawing)

Same with Mama. (TC now participates in
labeling of body parts). Repeat with Erin.
And Dad.

From time to time X trios to opt out of this

13
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activity but TC keeps drawing her back in,
making her write/draw for TC. M wants TC
to write/draw or herself.

At end of activity M01.1C's name on paper
"so everybody will know who did it."

Teaching events should be differentiated into these two categories of

lessons; rRE and Non IRE. All other actions of participants should be self

explanatory with the possible exception of connected discourse. "Connected

discourse" refers to a sequence of written words constructed into.one or more

sentences. The specific actions involved in the literacy event and the

appropriate code for each is listed below. Each participant in the literacy

event should be assigned one code in the appropriate column. If a person is

present in this r but that person is not involved in the literacy event

code a zero (0) into that person's column.

Column

12 for target child

13 for preliterate number 1

14 for preliterate number 2
-

15 for preliterate number 3

16 for literate number 1

17 for literate number 2

18 for literate number 3

Code

1 for letter recognition (reading)

2 for.let rer 117400A

3 for read word(s)

1 !IR
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4 for writes word(s)

5 for read connected discourse

6 for writes connected discourse

7 for teach (IRE)

8 for teach (Non IRE)

9 for listens

10 for observes

11 for other non literate action

Column

Outcome Source of Termination
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This dimension identifies the operation or action which marks the termi-

nation of the recorded literacy event. Generally speaking literacy events are

well marked by a beginning and an end' That -is, literacy events are generally

preceded by activity that is not mediated by print and followed by activity

that is not mediated by print. That action segeence,which is mediated by

print is the literacy event. How In certain - instances, some action

embedded within one literacy event A will trigger literacy event B or some-

thing which co-occurs with literacy event C will cause literacy event D to

begin. Therefore, the coder should use the following guidelines to determine

where one literacy event ends and another begins. In general a literacy event

is defined by ( f two general literacy actions (reading or writing),

(b) participants in the literacy event (see columns 8-9 above), and (c) the

literacy materials involved (see columns 10-11 above). When two or more of

these facets changes, the coder hould consider that a new literacy event ha_
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-e guidelines will be useful in determining whether one literacy

event is terminated by the beginning of a second literacy event.

Here is an example of such an extensive/embedded literacy sequence.

present the write-up from field notes and then discuss how the coding of such

sequences should be approached.

1:28 S comes home from her first day back
at school after a long absence due to illness.
S comes into the kitchen and finds H chatting
with 0 at the kitchen table. S shows M all
of the homework she has to do as a result of
her absence from school. S and H discuss the
amount of work to be done, the subjects and
when it is due back to the teacher. S wants
to go Out and play but M_decides that they will
get started on the work "right now." H asks S
to decide what she wants to do first (i.e.,
"what do you want to start:with."). As S begins
to sort through the material (apparently to
decide what she wants to start with). H leaves
the kitchen'and returns (followed by TC), with
two versions of the Bible, Aid to Understanding
the Bible, a an and a tablet. H informs 0
that since she is going to be helping S, she
might as well write a letter to onc of her church
brothers who lives-in Arizona. When M returns to
the kitchen S says to M,

1:36 S: Ma, hell) me with pi spelling
words.

M: Let me see them.

Si (Hands a spelling list to NO

M: (Examines the list of spelling
words) Okay, we're saes to do these
likeve always do. You vtite each
word five times end when mil finish
I'll Lae = a little test.

38 With this statement M hands back the list of
words,, tears off a tin from her tablet and slyel it
to S and S begins writing the seelliva words. TC,
who followed H back into the kitchen, has been
_watching and:Iistening throughout the interactions,

. . 7
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for a sheet of
ig

writing
her spelling words and TC

sheet of pspE
11 then starts writing her

e.
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paper pencil. tl

ja=t1and
letter, S begins writfrg
starts producing marks is

1:42 M ppens her Bible for the first time. 14 is

flipping back and forth through about eight pages.
Than she finds what she is looking for and directly
copies a passage from the Bible into the letter.

1:44 TC writes for several minutes until her
younger brother comes into the kitchen carrying
TC's bat. A etruagle for possession ensues causing
M to 212E her letter writina activity in order to
_settle the dispute. Then X szts back to letter
writing. As M continues writing the letter she
pauses twice more to'search for- and use quotes from
tht Bible.

2:03 S tells M that she-eady to take hers r_
PPelliqg test. M Atone letter writing to recite
the spelling list. After recin,each word, M.
would-pause-and S would fill the pause hi verbally
spelling the recited word. While going through the
list M varied_ the order of presentation from the maz-----
the list was constructed-and them S had precticed
writing them. .S spelled each word correctly and
M rewarded her with praise. M and S repeated the
list three times in succession before M suggested
S do some math.

2- :13 After giving S tt;e spelling test M goes back
to letter alliag.for about 15 minutes. The
event ends M, - Mops to

Such sequences raised important issues for the concept of literacy event.

In some general, sense this entire period was an extended literacy interaction.

However, wish to break it down to its component ports.'

In the example just presented, we used, the criteria stated above to par-_

tition the !ever:en into the following five literacy events:

Event 1: Literates Interactive (10 min.) S and M (TC's
mother) review and discuss homework materials.
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Event Literate Alone (25 sin.) S studies list
spelling words.

Event 3: TC Alone (6 min.) N writes names on a sheet
of paper.

: Literate Alone (40 min.) X writes letter to a
friend and reads the Bible. Event alternates with
settling a dispute and giving a spelling test.

Event 5:

The critical

era interactive (11 min.) H (reads) recites
t of spelling words to S.. In turn S orally

spells the list of words.

phis sequence are those which involve the home

First, because the homework itself seems to have set in motion this entire

sequence of events. As important, however, is the question of how many events

occurred during the interaction between mother and her seven year iird

daughter. The answer, as we have indicated above, is that there are five dif-

ferent but related literacy events embedded in this extended interaction.

The opening event in the sequence involves mother and daughter reviewing

a range of school related materials (spelling exercises, math exercises,

phonic exercises and d recognition exercises). Both participants are rebd-

ing and discussing the material. After several minutes of thi- activity

mother leaves the room, which changes the-participant structure. However, for

reasons the event continues; (1) the reviewing (reading) of this same

material continues, (2) even though mother leaves the roam, her questiOn,

"what do you want to start with?" is a continuation of the interaction. This

interpretation is supported by Vs direct respons the question When H

returns to the room (i.e., "Ma, help me with my spelling Words ). This event

ends when the interaction becomes more focused around a single spelling list.

The focus alloys M to prescribe definite steps for S and sets up the next

1h
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2 can be differentiated from Event 1 because of a change in parti-

cipant (from literates interactive to literate alone) and a change in the

literacy actions (from reading _ding and writing). The isolation of

Events 3 and 4 from the others should be obviou Both TG and mother are

working alone (independently) using different sets of material to accomplish

different ends.

The difference between Event 'and Event 5

differences between the other four events. The

Event 5 be considered as separate from Event 1,

e material and the same participants in the

on the material. 'Even though the spelling list

it was used differently with different

is not quite as obvious as the

basic question - how can

especially since we see the

-o events. The answer focuses

was involved in both events,

quences for action in the two

events. In Event 1 the spelling list began as just another printed sheet

among many (functioning in much the same manner as would a single page in a

book). When the list was eventually singled out it functioned only to organ-

ize the next literacy event for S. In Event 5 the list functions as the focus

of the event and organizes the entire interaction into an initiation-reply

evaluation' sequence (discussed above) Moreover, this different function of

the ma -ial results in different literacy actions being carried out by the

for S. In Event I both participantsparticipants. This is especially __

are simultaneously reading and discussing the same material (this is a review

session). In Event 5, *reads then recites each word on the spelling list

While S orally renders the spelling of each word recited by M (a test situa-

tion). Thus the differ nce between the two events resat; from changes
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The example presented above also provides Must A of three other

ways that a literacy event can be terminated. Event 3 was terminated by the

interruption of an outside person, Event 5 was terminated by completion of the

task, and Event 4 was terminated by the voluntary departure (from the task) of

the participant in the event. The specific sources of termination of the

Literacy event and the appropriate code for each is listed below.

Code

for literate event

2 for voluntary departure by one of the participants

3 for interruption by an outside person

5 for task completion

Columns 20-

Duration of Event Minutes

This diipension identifies the duration, of the literacy event defined in

minutes. The duration of a literacy event is considered to be from the begin-

ning of -the- activity mediated by print to the end of the activity. The coder

should note that print need not mediate every single second or operation of an

activity in order to arrive at h determination of the duration of a particular

avant. Again examples from field notes should serve to illustrate this point.

Literacy Event A

M is watching TV, TC is in and out
of the room. Dad reade the classified:ads/
of the newspaper, apparently looking for

t-

144.
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job possibilities. As he read he occasionally
circles an ad. The event ends When Dad puts down
the newspaper and goes out to get\the mail.

Literacy Event

M, TC and baby brother have just array ' -d
at the grocery store. After they go in the
two children are placed in the cart, and M does
her shopping. M uses her list (constructed
just before lemming home) as a reference
selecting certain items. On occasions she
glances at particular labels and selects items
quickly; at other times she reads labels
carefully for a much longer perlod of time.
TC spends much of her time playing with the
items in the basket. As the family checks 4ut
of the market, M pays for the items with food
coupons and signs her name to each of them.
The event ends after the check-out operation
completed and the family heads home.

In the examples presented above the duration of the events e con-

sidered to be from the beginning of the activity which the literacy mediated

to the end of the activity. In gent A above we cee that the event lasted for

30 minutes and that there was literacy going on for the entire duration of the

ever However, notice Event 13 above. Her the activity, "shopping' lasts for

25 minutes. Nevertheless, we should code it as a literacy event lasting 25

Minutes because we consider that the activity itself with its associated

motives, goals, and operations is he fundamental unit of analysis. There--

fore, we should consistently code duration as the time involved from the

beginning to the end of the activity.

Columns 20-22 should be used to code the number of minutes involved in

the particular literacy event being coded. If an event lasts for 5 minutes,

fbr example, it should appear on the coding sheet-as 005. Ten minutes should

appear as 010 and two hours should appear as 120.

4
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In this section we present an example of the kind of analysis and

interpretation which is made possible by.LEOS. The focus here is on the

child's contextual knowledge. Specifically there are two questions: at

is it that the child does in alone activity that similar to what a literate

person does in alone activity and 2) how do these actions of literates influ-

ence the actions of preliterates. The strategy was to examine "who is

involved" in the literacy event by the five variables listed be

Specifically: 1) whoinvol x material
2) whoinvol x ActL1
3) whoinvol x ActTC
4) whoinvol x Outcome
5) whoinvol x Duration

The table below presents the results of a cross tabulation of the

relevant variables. The chi dquare analysis of each _n of the table was

`significant at the .001
4

Insert Table About Here

1) Focusing bn who is involved in the event and actions of literate and
TC when they are acting alone we iee that: there is essentially no difference
in the frequency distribution of iterate 'action between Literate and TC.
Thus, considering the criterion activity of reading and writing, the TC does
in fact recreate in action this particular feature of adult activity.

2) Focusing on.who is involved la thE Event and the material they use we
see, that there is a-difference in the "material used" pattern between
literates activing along and pre-literates acting alone. 902 of literate per-
sons' actions in literacy events invplvelecoding and comprehending printed
material found in books, periodicals, miseellaueoul reading material such as
labels, recipes, etc., and electronic media. On the other band 652 of the
pre-Iiterate persons' actions in literacy Events inyolvedattempted'decoding
and-vomprehansion of the printed material found in these same sourcle. The
real differences in the pgtterns is found in the emphasis thEt pre-literate
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Table 1

PERCENTAGES BASED ON FREQUENCY

Event Participants L/TC

Lit. Alone Prelit. Alone L PL

Actions of
Pirticipant

Read

Write

FaLil.

66.7

31.7

1.7

63.5

35.4

O.

40.7

2.5

48.1

40.8

17.1

1.3

Other O. 1.0 8.6 40.8

L/TC

Books/ 63.3 39.5 53.5

Periodicals

Material
Misc. reading
materials

25.8 17.1 20.9

Paper & Pencil 9.2 37.2 19.8

Elect. Media 1.7. 6.2 5.8

-

Outcome
Literate 25 10.9 25.6

Event Non-literate 75 89.1 74.4

26.6 21.3Less than 2 17.3

3 5 .
'19.4 29.0 27.5

Duration .

in 6 - 1..0
24.5 33.1 26.3

Minutes 1.1 - 20 25.5 11.3 22.5
,

20 plui 4 J
, 2.5

11
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persons place on using paper and pen or pencil to apparently attempt to pro-
duce written messages (32.2Z). ,Literates much less frequently use paper and
pen or pencil to produce written messages (9.2Z).

This vavides one strong. indication that pre-literates have as much of an
interest in producing written messages as they do in decoding and comprehend-
ing of written messages- they find in books-and periodicals. This is true in
contrast to the fact that reading is the primary literate activity modeled for
them in their-environment.

3) Focusing on the participants in the event and the outcome of the event
we see that those events involving a pre-literate child acting alone are less
likely to be followed by a literate event than those involving a literate per-
son acting alone. (It could be noted that the events involving literate/TC
interactions have a pattern of outcome very similar to the literate alone pat-
tern. This suggests that literates help move the pre-literate child closer to
the. literate pattern in interactions than the child performs on his own. This
direction of influence is also evidenced_ regarding "material" used in literacy
events, except tit the pattern reverses wth paper and penal.

4) Focusing on the participants and the duration of literacy events we
found that there is very little similarity in the frequency distribution of
events in duration ca-tegoriee. -However -,--here as-in-tmbles 22-an4-23 ,-the-
influence of the literate pattern on the pre-literate pattern can be noted.
Considering literate/TC interactive events, it appears that the literate per-
son moves the pre-literate person in the direction of more longer interactions
with print than the pre-literate would perform acting alone. That is, pre-
literates are involved in twice as many 11-i9 min. events when they interact
with a literate than when they act alone. However, considering these 11-19
min. events, the pre-literate initiates t1 events of this durationto every
one of those initiated by a literate person. So we ma conclude that if we
see literate/TC interactive event lasting 11-19 min., it more likely that
the pre-literate initiated the event.
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